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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

The U.S. Housing Market and the Business Cycle— 
Theoretical and Empirical Investigations 

by  

MeiChi Huang 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Economics 
University of California, Riverside, December 2009 

 Dr. Marcelle Chauvet, Chairperson  

 

This dissertation is composed of three essays on theoretical and empirical 

investigations into the U.S. housing market. Chapter 1 is to extend a two-sector 

dynamic general equilibrium model from Ravn, Grohe, and Uribe (2006) deep-habit 

framework to study asset pricing, particularly housing price. It allows interaction 

between nondurable and housing markets on both the supply-side and the 

demand-side. Due to the interaction between the two sectors, the parameter change in 

the single sector can affect markups of both goods at the steady-state. The findings 

indicate that the interaction between these two sectors reflects important cross-sector 

roles of these influential factors in explaining markups.  

 Chapter 2 is to investigate the seeds of the recent housing and economic crisis 

by investigating the interrelationship between the recent bust in the housing market, 



vii 
 

economic recession, and related monetary policies undertaken by the Federal Reserve. 

A bi-factor dynamic factor model is developed to represent the housing market and 

the business cycles, and they are allowed to follow different two-state 

Markov-switching processes. They are linked through monetary policy as reflected in 

interest rates movements. We find a strong correlation between the business cycle and 

interest rates, and between the housing cycle and interest rates, and between the two 

cycles. However, the close relationship changes since the 2001 recession as interest 

rates end its low-level due to the uncertainty and the slow recovery after this recession. 

The missed linkage between the business cycle and the housing cycle worked as a 

seed of the housing market bust and the economic recession in 2007-2009. 

 Chapter 3 aims to investigate the effect of a potential important driver of the 

recent housing price boom and bust – people's expectations on the U.S. housing asset 

returns. Particularly, it extends the volatility feedback model proposed in Kim, 

Morley and Nelson (KMN 2004) to study the relationship between housing volatility 

and returns during 1963-2007. The analysis considers two alternative 

breakpoints--1984Q1 and 1999Q1-- to distinguish permanent structural breakpoints 

from Markov-switching. The results indicate that the relationship between the U.S. 

housing volatility and the expected returns is significantly positive. Thus, the 
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important role of people’s expectation is strongly supported. The current U.S. housing 

bubble can be explained by the relationship between housing volatility and realized 

returns, and that between housing volatility and expected returns. Corresponding to 

Chapter 2, this chapter also indicates a strong association between housing cycles and 

business cycles, and a remarkable uncertainty in the U.S. housing market during the 

post-1999. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  

The literature on the housing market is remarkably growing after the current 

housing boom and bust in the U.S. The importance of the housing sector mainly lies 

in the three perspectives. First, consumption spending of housing goods occupies 

significant wealth of households. Second, movements in the housing sector are 

closely interrelated with other vital macroeconomic variables, such as GDP and 

inflation. Third, the investigation of the housing market is able to provide insights into 

the monetary policy. In particular, the housing market crisis triggers the financial 

crisis and the economic recession since the end of 2007. Thus, it becomes a spotlight 

of researches on Economics.  

 My dissertation is devoted to addressing some interesting issues about the 

housing market. Especially, the cross-sector role of housing goods in asset pricing, the 

causes of the recent housing boom and bust, the macroeconomic implication of high 

housing volatility, the effect of revision of people’s expectation on the housing asset 

returns, and the close association between the U.S. housing cycle and the business 

cycle are analyzed in the following three chapters.  

Chapter 1 proposes a housing deep-habit model which is extended from standard 
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framework of Ravn, Schmitt-Grohe, and Uribe (RSU 2006). In the 

monopolistically-competitive equilibrium model, deep habits assume that agents can 

form preferences over the good-by-good basis rather than based on the composite 

final good. Thus, firms will then take this into account and plan future demand of the 

housing goods based on their present sales. Due to households’ gradual habit formation 

over individual varieties of housing goods, firms have the incentive to attract 

customers by reducing prices today in order to form the customer base for the future. 

The novelty of the model is that it sheds light on the interaction between the two 

markets on both the supply and the demand sides while the existing literature on 

housing asset pricing focuses the single side only. Besides, the parameter change in 

one sector can affect markups of both sectors at the steady-state. This chapter aims to 

use the proposed model to emphasize the important cross-sector roles of some 

influential factors in explaining markups of housing goods and nondurable goods. 

 Chapter 2 is to explore the seeds of the current housing and economic crisis in 

the U.S. Especially, it examines if the recent surge of housing prices and the 

subsequent drop are unique in the last five decades. It is empirically motivated by the 

close relationship between the U.S housing market and economic activities. The 

dynamic bi-factor model with two different Markov-switching processes is developed 
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to separately represent the U.S. business cycles and housing cycles. Besides, their 

linkage is modeled through the dependence structure of the factors in the transition 

equations and their covariance between innovations.  

Further, augmented version of model with Markov-switching components in the 

coefficients of lagged interest rates in transition equations is established to examine 

the role of interest rates which shed light on the missed linkage between housing and 

business cycles since the early 2000s. The flexibly-set framework which is motivated 

by Chauvet (1998/1999,2009) and Senyuz (2008,2009) remarkably facilitates the 

investigation of the time-varying interaction between the phase of the housing market 

and that of the business cycle. Importantly, the chapter suggests that the recent 

housing bust and economic recession since the end of 2007 were catalyzed by the 

monetary policy which affected expectation of housing investors significantly.  

Chapter 3 aims to investigate the effect of a potential important driver of the 

recent housing price boom and bust – people's expectations on the U.S. housing asset 

returns during 1963-2007.  Particularly, it examines the positive relationship between 

housing market volatility and the expected housing asset returns by extending the 

volatility feedback model proposed in Kim, Morley and Nelson (KMN 2004), Turner, 

Startz, and Nelson (1989) and Campbell and Hentschel (1992).  

3



Motivated by KMN, this study assumes that volatility of the U.S. housing market 

follows a Markov switching process, and considers two alternative assumptions about 

information availability to examine the volatility feedback effect: partial revelation 

and full revelation. The former assumes that people only can observe past asset 

returns at the true state of the market volatility, while the latter assumes that people 

are able to recognize the volatility regime in the asset market. The realized asset 

return is composed of people’s expected return, volatility feedback effect, and shock 

(news) to the asset market. Importantly, people’s updated expectation has an influence 

on asset returns through volatility feedback effect.  

KMN framework has three characteristics which facilitate its application to the 

U.S. housing market. First, it emphasizes that volatility feedback is able to capture the 

comprehensive effects of housing market volatility on all future discounted expected 

housing asset returns, not only contemporaneous expected returns. Second, the high 

housing volatility regime in the proposed model is able to capture the U.S. housing 

cycle very well. Third, Hansen’s (2001) application of Bai and Perron (1998) 

sequential estimation of breakpoints is utilized to distinguish a one-time permanent 

structural break component from a temporary but persistent Markov-switching 

component. Importantly, the finding of this chapter points out high uncertainty in the 
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housing market around and after the 2001 recession as Chapter 2 proposes. 

 The dissertation aims to investigate the U.S. housing market from both 

theoretical and empirical perspectives. The theoretical discussion delivers the mutual 

implication of Macroeconomics and asset pricing. The empirical investigation sheds 

insight into the close linkage between housing cycles and business cycles, and 

explores the driver of the recent U.S. housing bubble.    
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Chapter 1: Mutual Implication of Asset Pricing and 

Macroeconomics in a Housing Deep-Habit model 

 

1. Introduction     

The goal of this chapter is to develop a two-sector dynamic general equilibrium 

model to study asset pricing, particularly housing prices. While the existing literature 

on housing asset pricing focuses either only on the demand or only on the supply side, 

the proposed model is able to address both sides simultaneously. 

The economy is composed of monopolistically-competitive firms that produce 

nondurable goods and housing goods. Housing goods are assumed to display 

remarkably heterogeneous characteristics due to differences in style (decoration, 

structure, and details of the facility such as with or without swimming pool, etc.), 

location, environmental views (mountain, sea, trees, etc.), and so on.  

In this chapter, we adopt the generalized definition of habit formation proposed in 

Ravn, Schmitt-Grohe, and Uribe (RSU 2006), named “deep habits”. While the 

standard framework assumes that agents form habits from their overall consumption 

levels, deep habits assume that agents can form preferences over the consumption of 

individual goods. In our particular case, we allow for the possibility that agents form 
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their habits from housing goods and nondurable goods, with a higher level of habit for 

housing goods. 

 The assumption of habit formation changes the propagation of macroeconomic 

shocks the extent to which it modifies how aggregate demand and supply respond to 

these shocks. In the case of the deep-habit framework, the demand side is not affected. 

However, there are profound changes in the supply side. In particular, when habit is 

formed with respect to housing goods, this implies that consumers will be prone to buy 

more of these goods in the future. Firms will then take this into account and plan future 

demand of the housing goods based on their present sales. This framework allows 

examination of the linkage between demand and supply sides of the housing goods 

sector. The firms’ pricing decision does not only depend on households’ current 

demand, but also on their expected future demand. Hence, firms have the incentive to 

attract customers by reducing prices due to households’ gradual habit formation over 

individual varieties of housing goods, since today’s customers are likely to remain 

customers in the future. 

Our proposed model differs from RSU’s deep-habit model in several ways. In 

particular, it has three more characteristics than their original framework on both the 

demand and the supply sides. First, on the demand side, a habit-adjusted housing good 
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is added into the households’ utility function. This setup allows investigation of the 

intratemporal elasticity of substitution between the housing and nondurable goods 

(which are assumed to be imperfect substitutes). As in Piazzesi, Schneider and Tuzel 

(PST 2007), the asset pricing kernel proposed reflects the composition risk between 

housing and non-housing consumption. The idea is that the intratemporal elasticity of 

substitution is larger than the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution because people 

tend to smooth consumption over time more than across different goods within a 

period of time. Noticeably, people do not substitute housing goods as much as 

nondurable goods because the transaction costs of the former are higher than the latter. 

In order to reflect this feature of housing goods, the model assumes lower 

intratemporal elasticity of substitution among varieties of housing goods compared to 

nondurable goods.  

Second, also due to the higher transaction costs of housing goods compared to 

nondurable goods, the model assumes higher level of deep habits for housing goods 

than for nondurable goods. This feature reflects the fact that people are more likely to 

stick to consumption of the same housing good than that of nondurable goods. 

Third, residential investment share is incorporated into the housing deep-habit 

model to reflect the relative shares of the investment components (without deep habits) 
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of both housing and nondurable goods. This is also used to capture the housing goods 

dual characteristics of consumption and investment. 

On the supply side, there are three important features of the proposed housing 

deep-habit model. First, the monopolistically-competitive firms produce two kinds of 

goods—nondurable goods and housing goods. Based on households’ different 

preferences and needs, they purchase housing goods from these 

monopolistically-competitive firms.     

    Second, the market value share of housing production firms make is 

endogenously determined by firms’ production decisions. If the market value of both 

goods productions rise, it is important that the market value of housing production 

rises more than that of nondurable goods so that its market value share can be higher. 

In other words, not only the direction of change, but also the relative magnitude of the 

changes in the aggregate demands of the two goods affect the market value share of 

housing production.  

Third, the technology of these two goods is assumed to be different. In particular, 

we assume that housing goods are more capital-intensive than nondurable goods. 

Thus, the capital share of the housing production is larger than that of nondurable 

goods production. This feature enables the investigation of how firms’ resource 
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allocation affects markups of these two goods.1 

Based on these features of the proposed housing deep-habit model, the 

framework shows that firms’ production decisions about market value shares of the 

two sectors and residential investment share integrate these two goods sectors. 

The novelty of the proposed model is that it allows interaction between the 

housing goods sector and the nondurable goods sector, which can generate interesting 

insights into asset pricing. In fact, parameter changes in one sector, such as the 

elasticity of substitution among varieties of housing goods, the level of housing 

goods’ deep habits, and the production share of capital in one market can affect 

markups of both goods at the steady-state. Thus, the model sheds light on the 

interaction between the two markets on both the supply and the demand sides. While 

existing studies only consider substitution between nondurable goods and housing 

goods, the proposed housing deep-habit model allows us to additionally consider 

substitution among various comparable goods in the same sector. The main goal of 

this paper is to use the proposed model to examine the linkage between endogenous 

macroeconomic decisions and asset pricing of nondurable and housing goods. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 reviews the closely-related 

                                                 
1 Markup is defined as price divided by marginal cost. 
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literatures. Section 3 introduces the housing deep-habit model with households’ and 

firms’ problems. Section 4 examines the effects of some influential factors on 

markups of nondurable goods and housing goods in a calibration exercise. Section 5 

concludes. 

 

2. Literature Review  

The housing deep-habit model proposed in this chapter is primarily motivated by 

RSU’s deep-habit framework. The original setup of RSU has three main features. First, 

it yields mutual implication of asset prices and macroeconomics because consumption 

and pricing decisions are both endogenous variables in this model. Second, it assumes 

a monopolistically-competitive equilibrium framework. On the supply side, firms that 

produce comparable goods have the market power because they determine prices 

based on demand-side decisions. On the demand side, consumers form their 

preferences on a good-by-good basis rather than based on a composite final good, and 

they tend to keep buying the specific brand of goods over time. Third, the framework 

assumes markup dynamics. While the no-habit model results in a time-invariant 

markup, the deep-habit model implies a countercyclical markup because of both the 

short-term price-elasticity and the long-term inter-temporal effects of deep habits on 
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asset prices. The price-elasticity effect implies that an increase in the aggregate 

demand reduces markups. The inter-temporal effect shows that in order to gain more 

market share in the future, firms are willing to reduce prices today because of the 

gradual formation of households' habits over time. Also, the demand composition 

effect, which is the substitution between the investment component without deep 

habits and the consumption component with deep habits, can affect the strength of the 

long-term inter-temporal effect. 

Based on the above characteristics, the factors that lead to countercyclical 

markups in RSU are a rise in the aggregate demand of goods, an increase in the 

price-elasticity, a fall in the interest rate (or a rise in the discount rate), and a rise in 

the shadow value of sales. All of these factors can drive markups down. 

Additionally, this chapter is motivated by implications of the existing literatures 

that focus either on asset pricing or on cyclical properties of markups. The housing 

good is not only an important asset, but also a consumption substitute of nondurable 

goods2. Hence, the study of the housing market allows investigation of mutual 

implications of the asset market and macroeconomic decisions. 

Two seminal papers on asset pricing relevant for our framework are Campbell 

                                                 
2 Note that it is a substitute but not a perfect substitute. 
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and Cochrane’s (1999) Habit-Based Model (External Habit - EH), and Bansal and 

Yaron’s (2004) long-run risk model (LRR). Campbell and Cochrane (1999) propose 

that risk aversion is the key channel of asset prices, while Bansal and Yaron (2004) 

argue that persistent shocks to cash-flows are the driving force of asset prices. The 

main characteristic of the EH model is habit persistence, whereas that of LRR model 

is the long-term integration between consumption and dividends.  

The main limitation of these asset pricing models is their assumption that 

macroeconomic variables are exogenous. For example, Campbell and Cochrane (1999) 

assume that consumption growth is i.i.d. On the other hand, rather than taking 

macroeconomic decisions as given, the deep-habit model proposed in this chapter 

addresses how households and firms’ endogenous decisions affect asset prices. 

Some recent studies document the important role of demand-side shocks in 

housing asset pricing, such as the consumption decision of housing services. Other 

recent papers focus on how supply-side shocks, such as technology, affect cyclical 

properties of the housing investment.  

On the demand side, Piazzesi, Schneider and Tuzel (PST 2007) use the 

Consumption-Based Capital Asset Pricing Model (CCAPM) with the housing good 

into the utility function to study housing asset pricing. They show that the stochastic 
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discount factor (SDF) has two components – the consumption risk and the 

composition risk.3 Based on the model’s pricing kernel, they show that if the 

inter-temporal elasticity of substitution between current and future consumption is 

smaller than the intratemporal elasticity of substitution between non-housing 

consumption and housing consumption, the equity premium is higher in bad times 

(e.g. recessions). On the other hand, they suggest that the composition risk is lower in 

bad times, since the expenditure fraction of non-housing consumption is higher during 

these periods than the proportion of expenditure of housing consumption. Because the 

intratemporal elasticity of substitution between non-housing and housing consumption 

in PST sheds light on the important role of cross-sector interactions to asset pricing, 

we also included the characteristics of this composition effect in the proposed 

deep-habit housing model.  

Lustig and Nieuwerburgh (2006) also propose a CCAPM with the housing good, 

but including one more component into the SDF – heteroskedasticity due to scarcity 

of the collateral. The model suggests that risk-sharing is lower in bad times because 

the value of the collateral is also lower and departure from perfect insurance is higher 

                                                 
3 The composition risk corresponds to fluctuations in the relative expenditure share of housing in 

the total consumption basket. 
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during these periods. Thus, in this framework the SDF is higher and more volatile in 

bad times, and the equity premium is countercyclical. Additionally, Fillat (2007) 

argues that the inter-temporal composition risk (the long-run consumption growth) 

helps asset valuation because the housing sector is subject to "long-term risks". Using 

Epstein and Zin’s (1989) recursive utility function, it adds persistent long-term risk 

into the SDF. It finds that the risk premia are time-varying (with heterogeneity). In 

particular, if the housing stock and corporate earnings predict lower future housing 

services or consumption growth, prices of risk will be higher. 

An important paper on the supply-side is Davis and Heathcote (2003), which 

establish a model with four sectors (assuming no demand-side shock) to examine 

three facts: (1) residential investment is more volatile than business investment; (2) 

there is a positive co-movement among consumption, residential and non-residential 

investment; and (3) residential investment leads the business cycle while 

non-residential investment lags it.  The model is able to explain the first two facts, 

but fails to show the cyclical properties of residential and non-residential investment. 

There are other papers that propose various reasons for cyclical properties of 

markups. Some representative examples are Mark Bils (1987,1989), Rotemberg and 

Woodford (1992, 1999), Warner and Barsky (1995), Chevalier and Scharfstein (1996), 
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and Gali, Gertler, and Salido (2002), among others. 

This chapter aims to examine the interaction between the demand and supply 

sides of asset markets, and to investigate how the interaction of the two goods sectors 

affects asset prices of housing and nondurable goods at the steady-state. These 

features of the proposed housing deep-habit model allow more robust investigation of 

the mutual implication on the asset market and macroeconomic decisions. 

 

3. A Two-Sector Model with Deep Habits    

 This section describes our proposed housing deep-habit model and seven main 

assumptions made.  

 First, utility is assumed to be separable in consumption and leisure, but 

non-separable in habit-adjusted consumption of nondurable goods (xt
c) and housing 

goods (xt
h). Second, there is homotheticity between housing consumption (ct

h) and 

nondurable goods consumption (ct
c), which implies that the share of consumption 

expenditure over the total expenditure does not increase with an increase in income 

(i.e. stable evolution of the expenditure). Third, the intratemporal elasticities of 

substitution of the habit-adjusted nondurable goods (ηc) and that of the habit-adjusted 

housing goods (ηh) consumption across different varieties are both greater than one 
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and smaller than infinity. In addition, the former is larger than the latter due to the 

higher transaction costs of housing goods. Fourth, also because of the higher 

transactions cost of housing goods, it is assumed that housing goods have higher level 

of deep habits than nondurable goods (θh > θc). Fifth, the preference shift parameter (α) 

in the consumption bundle is unity. Sixth, formation of deep habits is external. 

External deep habits imply that households are catching up with their neighbors on a 

good-by-good basis rather than at the level of the composite final good, and the 

current demand is independent of future expected relative prices of individual goods. 

Finally, housing production is more capital-intensive than nondurable goods 

production, so the capital share of production for housing goods is higher than that of 

nondurable goods (Φh >Φc).    

    The following sections illustrate the fully fledged dynamic general equilibrium 

model of the business cycle.         

 

3.1 Households 

We are looking for a symmetric equilibrium, so each household j is identical. The 

utility function of the household with separable consumption (Ct) and leisure (1-lt) is:  

U(C t,l t) Ct
1−−1
1−  A 1−lt1−−1

1−  
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where σ and χ are the curvatures of the utility function with respect to the 

consumption bundle and leisure, and lt is the total labor provided by the household to 

production of goods. A is a parameter that determines how much time households 

devote to market production.  

 The consumption bundle is of the form: 

C t  x t
c−1/  x t

h−1/]/−1

 

where Ct denotes the consumption bundle with the habit-adjusted consumption of 

nondurable goods and housing goods. For each household j, xt
c and xt

h are 

habit-adjusted consumption of nondurable and housing goods, respectively. ε is the 

intratemporal elasticity of substitution between habit-adjusted consumption xt
c and xt

h 

and α is the preference shift parameter. This parameter measures shifts in preferences 

towards housing goods within a period, and it captures secular trends in the observed 

relative consumption of nondurable and housing goods. This parameter is assumed to 

be "unity" (α=1) in this chapter.  

 Habit-adjusted nondurable goods consumption for each household j is defined 

as: 

x t
c  

1

0

(cit
c − csit−1

c 1−1/c di1/1−1/c (1)
 

while habit-adjusted housing goods consumption for each household j is defined as: 
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x t
h  

1

0

(cit
h − hsit−1

h 1−1/hdi1/1−1/h (2)

 

where cc
it =  and ch

it =  are the average level of nondurable goods and 

housing goods consumption of variety i in time t, respectively. θc and θh represent the 

degree of external habit formation in the variety of nondurable goods consumption 

and housing goods consumption, respectively. ηc and ηh represent the intratemporal 

elasticity of substitution among varieties of nondurable goods and housing goods, 

respectively. 

The law of motion of the external habit stock (sit
c and sit

h) is assumed to be based 

on a weighted average of consumption in "all" past periods. So it can be written in the 

following form:     

sit
c  csit−1

c  1 − ccit
c  it

c 1′

sit
h  hsit−1

h  1 − hcit
h  it

h 2′  

 εc
it ~N(0,σsci) and εh

it ~N(0,σshi) 

where ρ [0,1] is the adjustment speed of the external habit stock to variations in the 

average consumption of variety i. εc
it  and εh

it  are the preference (demand) shocks of 

nondurable goods and housing goods, which are assumed to be i.i.d. Physical capital 

(kt) is assumed to be owned and invested by households. For each household j, 

nondurable investment (ic
t) and housing investment (ih

t) are assumed to be composite 
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goods as follows: 

it
c  

1

0

(i it
c 1−1/c di1/1−1/c (3-1)

 

it
h  

1

0

(i it
h1−1/hdi1/1−1/h (3-2)

 

Total investment is the sum of these two composite goods: 

i t i t
h i t

c
 

i t
h  t ∗i t,and i t

c (1 − ti t  

where πt is residential (housing goods) investment share, and (1-πt) is nondurable 

goods investment share.  

By minimizing the total expenditure of nondurable goods:  

1

0

 Pit
c cit

c

 

subject to the aggregate constraint in equation (1), we can get the optimal level of 

nondurable goods consumption i [0,1] in (4): 

cit
c   Pit

c

Pt
c −

c x t
c  csit−1

c  pit
c −c x t

c  csit−1
c (4)

 

where xc
t =  represents the aggregate habit-adjusted consumption of 

nondurable goods. Pc
t is the nominal price index of nondurable goods, which is 

represented as follows: 
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P t
c 

1

0

 Pit
1−c

di
1/1−c

 

where Pc
it is the nominal price of the nondurable good i at time t and pc

it is the relative 

price of the nodurable good i: 

 Pit
c

Pt
c   pit

c
 

Similarly, for housing goods and investment goods of both sectors, we obtain the 

following expressions by minimizing the expenditure subject to the aggregate 

constraint, for each household j: 

cit
h   Pit

h

Pt
h −

hx t
h  hsit−1

h  pit
h−hx t

h  hsit−1
h  pit

h−hct
h − hst−1

h   hsit−1
h

  (5) 

i it
c   Pit

c

Pt
c −

c it
c  pit

c −c it
c  pit

c −c1 − tit                            (6) 

i it
h   Pit

h

Pt
h −

h it
h  pit

h−h it
h  pit

h−htit                                (7) 

where xh
t =   represents the aggregate habit-adjusted consumption of housing 

goods, ic
t =  is the aggregate investment (without deep habits) of nondurable 

goods, and ih
t =  is the aggregate investment (without deep habits) of housing 

goods. 

 For each household j, the two constraints in the households’ problem are: 

  Ert,t1dt1  c  h  x t
c  x t

h  it  dt  lt  utk t   t         (8) 

  i t  k t1 − 1 − k t             (9) 

Equation (8) is the budget constraint of each identical individual household j; dt is the 
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random nominal payment (initial asset holdings); Φt is the profit from ownership of 

firms. Physical capital (kt) can be rented out by households to generate dividends (ut). 

Equation (9) describes the law of motion of the capital stock (kt). ω denotes the real 

wage rate with:      

t
c 

1

0

 cpit
c sit−1

c di, t
h 

1

0

 hpit
hsit−1

h di

 

Based on the above illustration, the sum of discounted expected utility is maximized 

to solve the household's problem:  

E


t1

∑ tUCt,lt
 

where E is the expectation operator, and  is a subjective discount factor. 

Subject to equation (8), (9) and no-Ponzi game borrowing constraint, the 

first-order conditions with respect to xc
t ,xh

t,, lt, d t+1, kt+1 are as follows: 

x t
c : t  x t

c−1/  x t
h−1/−1/−1*(xt

c−1/ (10)

x t
h : t  x t

c−1/  x t
h−1/−1/−1*(xt

h−1/ (11)

l t :  tt  A1 − l− (12)

dt1 : Et1  tErt,t1 (13)

kt1 : t  Et11 −   ut1 (14)

 

where  ζt  is the Lagrangian multiplier for equation (8). 
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3.2 Firms     

As stated in households’ problem, a symmetric equilibrium is assumed in the 

proposed model. Therefore, each individual firm is assumed to have the same market 

value share of housing goods production in the aggregate economy, and each firm is 

assumed to levy the same price in the symmetric equilibrium.  

There are two sectors in this model – nondurable goods and housing goods. λt 

represents the market value share of housing production, and (1-λt) represents that of 

nondurable goods. λt is an endogenous choice variable (chosen by firms) because 

firms allocate the input (labor and capital) into two sectors. The more they allocate 

inputs into the housing-sector production, the more housing goods are produced.  

The nondurable goods production function of each firm i is assumed to be of the 

form: 

yit
c  ztk it

c clit
c 1−c

 

and the housing goods production function of each firm i is: 

yit
hztk it

hhlit
h1−h

 

where zt is a technology (supply) shock, and it is assumed to be common to the 

production of both nondurable and housing goods. For the individual firm i, the total 

labor (lit) is the sum of the labor devoted to nondurable goods production (lc
it) and the 
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labor devoted to housing goods production (lh
it). The total capital (kit) is the sum of the 

capital allocated to production of these two goods (kc
it and kh

it). 

lit  lit
c  lit

h

k it  k it
c  k it

h
 

Importantly, the market value share of housing production λt for each firm i is defined 

as follows: 

 t 
pit

h yit
h

p it
c yit

cpit
hyit

h 
pit

hcit
hiit

h

pit
c cit

ciit
c pit

hcit
hiit

h

 

The market value share of housing production λt can be incorporated into firms’ 

profit to obtain the housing marginal cost (mch
t). For each firm i, the firm’s problem is 

to maximize the sum of discounted expected profits: 



t0

∑ r0t  it 


t0

∑ r0tpit
c yit

c  pit
h yit

h −  tlit
c  lit

h − utk it
c  k it

h




t0

∑ r0t 1
t
pit

hcit
h  tpit

h1−h it −  tlit
c  lit

h − utk it
c  k it

h
 

where r0t  is the stochastic discount factor, subject to the following six constraints:    

1) the production constraint of nondurable goods: 

zt(k t
cclt

c1−c − cit
c − 1 − tpit

c −c it  0                             (15-1) 

2) the production constraint of housing goods: 

zt(k t
hhlt

h1−h − cit
h − tpit

h−h it  0                                 (15-2) 

where the marginal cost mct
c is the Lagrangian multiplier of (15-1), and the marginal 

cost mct
h is the Lagrangian multiplier of (15-2). 
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3) the optimal nondurable goods consumption level obtained from the household’s 

problem: 

pit
c −cx t

c  csit−1
c − cit

c  0                                         (16-1) 

4) the optimal housing goods consumption level obtained from the household’s 

problem: 

pit
h−hx t

h  hsit−1
h − cit

h  0                                        (16-2) 

Note that the shadow value of nondurable goods sales υt
c (per unit of discounted 

future profit, which is driven by one-unit increase in today’s sales of nondurable 

goods) is the Lagrangian multiplier of (16-1) and the shadow value of housing goods 

sales υt
h is the Lagrangian multiplier of (16-2). 

5) the evolution of nondurable goods’ habit stock stated in the household’s problem: 

csit−1
c  1 − ccit

c  it
c − sit

c  0                                    (17-1) 

6) the evolution of housing goods’ habit stock stated in household’s problem: 

hsit−1
h  1 − hcit

h  it
h − sit

h  0                                    (17-2) 

Note that the shadow value of nondurable goods habit stock κt
c is the Lagrangian 

multiplier of (17-1); the shadow value of housing goods habit stock κt
h is the 

Lagrangian multiplier of (17-2).  

Solving the maximization problem, the following first order conditions are 
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obtained:     

l it
c :  t  mct

czt1 − ck it
c  c lit

c −c

                                   (18-1) 

l it
h :  t  mct

hzt1 −  hk it
hh lit

h −h

                                  (18-2) 

kit
c : ut  mct

czt ck it
c  c −1lit

c 1−c

                                    (19-1) 

kit
h : ut  mct

hzt hk it
hh−1lit

h1−h
                                    (19-2) 

cit
c : mct

c  t
c −  t

c1 − c  0                                      (20) 

cit
h : p it

h

 t
− mct

h − t
h   t

h1 − h                                      (21) 

sit
c : Ert,t1v t1

c c  c t1
c  −  t

c  0                                    (22) 

sit
h : Ert,t1v t1

h h  h t1
h  −  t

h  0                                    (23) 

pit
c : 1 − tmct

ccpit
c −c−1 it − ct

cx it
c pit

c −c−1  0                       (24) 

pit
h : cit

h

 t
 1−h

t
pit

h−htit  tmct
hhpit

h−h−1 it − ht
hx it

hpit
h−h−10         (25) 

 

3.3 Markups 

The equilibrium marginal cost of housing goods (mct
h) can be obtained by 

obtaining κt
h and υt

h from (23) and (25), respectively, plugging them into (21) and 

applying the following two forms:  

it
h  pit

hh ∗ iit
h

x t
h  cit

h − hsit−1
h )pit

hh

 

The marginal cost of housing goods (mct
h) represented in terms of housing goods’ 
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parameters is as follows:     

mct
h

 1
 t

pt
h 1 − 1

h1−
hsit−1

h
y hit


 cit

h−hsit−1
h

yit
h−hsit−1

h 1 − hErt,t1v t1
h h  h t1

h 

 

Thus, the markup of housing goods is represented as: 

t
h  pt

h

mct
h  

which can be decomposed into three components as follows:    

1 1
t

pt
h 1 − 1

h1−
hsit−1

h

y hit
 :  the short-term price-elasticity effect 

2Ert,t1v t1
h h  h t1

h :  the long-term inter-temporal effect 

3 cit
h−hsit−1

h

yit
h−hsit−1

h :
 the composition effect on the strength of the inter-temporal effect 

 

In the proposed housing deep-habit model, the market value share of housing 

production (λt) works as the linkage between nondurable goods and housing goods 

sectors. Notice that not only λt, but also the aggregate demands of the two goods (yc 

and yh ) affect the pricing decision of firms. In other words, not only the "direction" of 

change in yc and yh  matters for markups, but also the relative "magnitude" of change 

in yc and yh. This is one of the main differences between the conventional deep-habit 

model with only one sector and the housing deep-habit model in this chapter. This 

will be illustrated through three influential factors, as described in Section 4. 
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3.4 Steady-State 

The stationary competitive equilibrium is defined as a set of 31 variables which 

satisfy the 31 equations below given st-1, kt-1. At the steady-state, the relative price 

pit=1 for all i, and the exogenous stochastic process is set to zt=1 

ct
c, ct

h , lt, lt,
c lt,

h x t
c, x t

h , st
c, st

h , yt,
c yt,

h it, it,
c it,

h k t, k t,
c k t,

h Rt, t,  t, ut,

mct
c,mct

h ,v t
c,v t

h , t
c, t

h , t
c, t

h , t,  t , 

.  xc−1/xc−1/  xh−1/−1/−1  

  xh−1/xc−1/  xh−1/−1/−1

 

  A1 − l−  

R  1R  1/r  

1  1 −   u 

  mcc1 − ckcclc−c

 

  mch1 − hkhhlh−h

 

u  mccckcc−1lc1−c

 

u  mchhkhh−1lh1−h

 

mcc  c − c1 − c  0 

1
 − mch − h  h1 − h  0 

rvcc  1 − rcc  
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rvhh  1 − rhh

 

1 − mccci − ccx c  0 

ch

  1−h
 i  mchhi − hhxh0

 

i  k   ic  k c  ih  k h  

iic  ih

 

l  lc  lh  

k  kc  kh

 

yc  kcclc1−c

 

yh  khhlh1−h

 

xc  1 − csc  

xh  1 − hsh  

sc  cc  

sh  ch  

c  1
mcc  

h  1
mch  

  ih
i  

  chih

ccicchih  
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4. Calibration: Analysis of Factors that Influence Markups 

The main goal of this section is to examine the interaction between nondurable 

goods sector and the housing goods sector. In particular, it investigates how three 

main factors affect markups of both goods at the steady-state in the housing and 

nondurable markets, which reflect the main differences between these two sectors: a) 

the intratemporal elasticity of substitution among varieties of housing goods; b) the 

level of deep habits; and c) the production share of capital. 

 Changes in markups of both goods due to the change in one parameter in a single 

sector illustrate the contribution of the proposed housing deep-habit model – the 

interaction between these two sectors reflects the important cross-sector roles of these 

influential factors in explaining markups. 

Table 1.1 to 1.3 specifies the influential parameters taken under different 

scenarios. All values of the parameters are shown in Table 1.4 in the Appendix. The 

parameterization of σ, χ, ηc, ρc , δ, β, and Φc is based on Uhlig (2004) and on RSU 

(2006), in which σ=2, χ=3.08, ηc=5.3, ρc=0.85, δ=0.025, β=0.99, and Φc=0.25. For 

housing goods, the values applied to the adjustment speed of the external habit stock 

(ρh) and the level of deep habits (θh) are the same as in RSU (i.e. ρh =0.85 and 

θh=0.86). The intratemporal elasticity of substitution between nondurable and housing 
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goods (ε=1.25) is based on Piazzesi, Schneider and Tuzel (2007). The level of deep 

habits of nondurable goods is based on Van Binsbergen (2007), which uses 0.72 in the 

calibration. The share of capital (Φh) in the housing sector is based on Jaccard (2007), 

in which the structure and the land in the housing production function totally occupy 

about 40%. 

 The effects of some influential parameters on the steady-state markups are 

analyzed in the following sections. By changing different values of these parameters 

(so that some of them deviate from the values suggested in the literatures), the effects 

on markups can be examined and compared in this housing deep-habit model. 

The steady-state markups are quite sensitive to these influential parameters. In 

the following analyses, various values of these three parameters are set in order to 

facilitate investigation of their influences on the steady-state markups. Given the 

values of all parameters, we find that some markups are lower than unity (especially 

for markups of nondurable goods) in the following sections.  

 

4.1 Intratemporal Elasticity of Substitution among Varieties of Housing Goods     

This section analyzes how the intratemporal elasticity of substitution among 

varieties of housing goods on the demand side affects the steady-state markups of 
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both goods.  

Because transaction costs of housing goods are empirically higher compared to 

those of nondurable goods, the intratemporal elasticity of substitution among varieties 

of housing goods is assumed to be lower, ηh, than that of nondurable goods, ηc. Table 

1.1 shows that, when ηh is higher, the steady-state aggregate demands of both sectors 

(yc and yh) are higher, and eventually the steady-state markups of both goods (μc and 

μh) and firms’ profit are correspondingly lower. As the elasticity of substitution among 

varieties of housing goods is higher, firms need to reduce prices (thus the markups are 

lower) in order to form the customer base. Thus, firms’ profit is lower. 

As the steady-states indicate, markups are lower as outputs are higher for both 

goods. Importantly, as the intratemporal elasticity of substitution among varieties of 

housing goods is higher, not only markups of housing goods decline, but also those of 

nondurable goods. This reflects the cross-sector role of the intratemporal elasticity of 

substitution among varieties of housing goods.  

 

4.2 Preference (Level of Deep Habits)               

This section analyzes how the level of deep habits of housing goods (θh) on the 

demand side affects markups of both goods. Table 1.2 shows that, overall, as the deep 
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habits level of housing goods (θh) rises, the steady-state aggregate demand of housing 

sector (yh) rises, while that of nondurable goods sector (yc) declines. Thus, the market 

value of housing production (λ) increases, and it drives marginal cost of housing 

goods down. Eventually, the steady-state markups of both goods and the total profit 

increase.  

The result shows that a change in the level of deep habits of a single sector can 

affect markups in both sectors through the market value of housing production (λ). 

Also, firms’ endogenous production decision is closely related to the level of deep 

habits. Importantly, it reflects that the relative magnitude of change in outputs matters 

for markups of both goods. In the model with two sectors, markups are determined by 

outputs of both sectors instead of by the demand of the single market. 

 

4.3 Technology (Production Share of Capital)     

This section analyzes how the production share of capital on the supply side 

affects markups of both goods.  

Table 1.3 shows that as the housing production share of capital (Φh) rises, such 

as that the steady-state moves from scenario 3 towards scenario1 (Φh increases from 

0.35 to 0.4), and from scenario 4 towards scenario 5 (Φh increases from 0.35 to 0.4), 
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the steady-state aggregate demands of both sectors (yc and yh) and the market value 

of housing production (λ) rise. Eventually, the steady-state markups of nondurable 

goods decline, while those of housing goods rise. The total profit also declines as 

markups of nondurable goods decrease in these two cases. Otherwise, as the 

steady-state moves from scenario 1 toward scenario 5 (Φc increases from 0.25 to 0.3), 

or from scenario 3 to scenario 4 (Φc increases from 0.25 to 0.3), the steady-state 

markups of housing goods decline while those of nondurable goods and total profit 

increase.  

These results indicate that as technology changes, markups of both goods move 

in different directions, and the change in the total profit depends on the relative 

change in the aggregate demands and markups of the two sectors.  

 

5. Conclusion 

This chapter extends the Ravn, Grohe, and Uribe (2006) deep-habit framework 

to a two-sector dynamic general equilibrium model with nondurable and housing 

goods in order to get insight into asset pricing. The proposed housing deep-habit 

model sheds light on the interaction between the nondurable goods sector and housing 

goods sector both from the supply and from the demand sides. Housing goods are 

appropriate to be incorporated into the deep-habit framework because of their 
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remarkably heterogeneous characteristics. 

The model incorporates both the market value share of housing production and 

residential investment share, which act as the linkage between the two sectors in the 

model. Calibration of the model shows that the change in the influential parameter of 

the single sector, such as the intratemporal elasticity of substitution among varieties of 

housing goods, the level of housing goods’ deep habits, and the production share of 

capital in one sector can affect the steady-state markups and profits in both sectors. 

This interaction between these two sectors reflects the important cross-sector roles of 

these influential factors in explaining markups. 
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 Table 1.1 Elasticity of Substitution among Varieties of Housing Goods  

     

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 
ηc 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 

ηh 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

μc 0.76 0.66 0.61 0.57 0.54 
μh 1.25 1.13 1.05 0.99 0.95 
      
π 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 
λ 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 
      
yc 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.24 
yh 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.47 
      
Firm's Profit 0.01 -0.09 -0.16 -0.23 -0.28 
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Table 1.2 Preference 

 

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 
ρc 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85

ρh 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85
θc 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72
θh 0.86 0.8 0.83 0.9 0.92

μc 0.66 0.62 0.64 0.74 0.81 
μh 1.13 1.06 1.09 1.22 1.32 
      
π 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 
λ 0.67 0.61 0.64 0.72 0.76 
      
yc 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.21 
yh 0.44 0.36 0.39 0.56 0.65 
      
Firm's Profit -0.09 -0.24 -0.18 0.12 0.29 
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Table 1.3 Technology 

 

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 

Φc 0.25 0.35 0.25 0.3 0.3 
Φh 0.4 0.45 0.35 0.35 0.4 

μc 0.66 0.69 0.74 0.78 0.72 
μh 1.13 1.07 1.02 0.93 1.04 
      
π 0.67 0.60 0.62 0.56 0.61 
λ 0.67 0.65 0.66 0.64 0.65 
      
yc 0.22 0.42 0.21 0.28 0.29 
yh 0.44 0.77 0.41 0.50 0.54 
Firm's Profit -0.09 -0.13 -0.01 0.04 -0.05 
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Table 1.4 List of Parameters 

 

Name of Parameter Symbol Value 
Intratemporal elasticity of 
substitution 

ε 1.25 

Inverse of intertemporal elasticity 
of substitution 

σ 2 

Curvature w.r.t. labor χ 3.08 

Elasticity of substitution across 
varieties of nondurable goods 

ηc 5.3 

Elasticity of substitution across 
varieties of housing goods 

ηh 3.5 

Persistence of nondurable goods 
habit stock 

ρc 0.85 

Persistence of housing goods habit 
stock 

ρh 0.85 

Degree of nondurable goods habit 
formation 

θc 0.72 

Degree of housing goods  habit 
formation 

θh 0.86 

Depreciation rate δ 0.025 

Subjective discount factor β 0.99 

Capital share of nondurable good 
production 

Φc 0.25 

Capital share of housing good 
production 

Φh 0.4 
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Chapter 2 The Seeds of the 2007-2009 Crisis: the Housing 

Market and the Business Cycle 

 

1 Introduction 

In the last decade, the movement of U.S. house prices departed dramatically 

from historical patterns. The developments in the housing market were the focus of 

increased attention because of their potential impact on the economy. The big gains in 

housing prices raised concerns about the impact on aggregate economic activity and 

credit markets if this trend was reversed. These concerns were materialized to an 

unexpected large scale. Housing prices began a downward fall movement in 2006. By 

2007, the collapse in the values of subprime mortgages was accompanied by a 

substantial increase in foreclosures, and unusually large declines in house prices in 

some states. The housing crisis triggered a financial crisis and a recession–the longest 

since the Great Depression, and only paralleled in severity by the U.S. recessions that 

took place in the 1970s and 1980s.  

This chapter investigates the relationship between the U.S. housing cycle and the 

business cycle in the last decades. In particular, it examines whether the recent run up 

in housing prices, and the subsequent decline is part of recurrent dynamics in the last 
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few decades or whether this time was unique. The goal is to shed light on the possible 

origins of the recent boom and bust in the housing market, the linkages with the broad 

economy, and assessment on future prospects. We find that the crisis in the housing 

market sector is associated with the particular features of the 2001 recession. The 

question then is what has changed in the last decade to explain these dramatic shifts? 

Figure 2.1 shows the U.S. Census regional and national real median price of 

houses sold. The shading in the graph indicates the NBER recession dates. The 

substantial increase in real home prices was observed across all regions of the U.S. 

The boom started with real home price increases in the West coast, but quickly spread 

to the Northeast, and to a lesser extent to the Midwest and the South. Even during the 

2001 recession, there was real price increases in the West and the Northeast. The 

result of this rise in regional prices has been a massive increase in national home 

prices over a period of nearly a decade, which increased by almost 50% from 1996 to 

2006.1  Figures 2.2 to Figure 2.4 show that the dramatic rise in house prices was 

accompanied by similar rises in ownership rate, house construction, and mortgage 

growth rate by households. The boom in the housing market ended with a sharp 

turnaround in real home prices as seen in Figures 2.1 and Figure 2.2. Since the peak in 

                                                 
1 The median house prices are obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau and are deflated by the U.S. core 

Consumer Price Index. 
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the first quarter of 2006 to the third quarter of 2009, the declines in real house prices 

were around 20%. The rapid growth in mortgage credit and house prices was 

substituted by record levels mortgage defaults, while the market value of mortgage 

securities fell sharply. By the end of 2007, the U.S. economy had entered a recession, 

which started as a mild downturn but turned into a deep contraction with the 

progression and ramifications of the housing crisis.  

Historically, there is a strong link between the business cycle and the housing 

market cycle. Noticeably, house prices and construction are very closely linked to the 

U.S. economy until around 2000 (Figures 2.1-2.3), reaching peaks close to NBER 

recessions and troughs around their end. However, after 2000, prices and construction 

soared for six years in despite of the 2001 recession. Interestingly, the subsequent 

housing downturn took place almost for two years before the 2007-2009 recession, 

the longest lead in the sample. Previously, housing only fell shortly before or with the 

aggregate economic activity. 

In order to investigate the interrelationship among the recent bust in the housing 

market, economic recession, and related monetary policy actions undertaken by the 

Federal Reserve, this chapter proposes a nonlinear two-factor model to represent the 

phases of the housing market cycle and the phases of the business cycle. The business 
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cycle is represented by the same coincident economic variables considered by the 

NBER Business Cycle Committee, the official arbiter of business cycle chronology. A 

latent factor is extracted from these variables, which summarizes their underlying 

common cyclical movements. A second latent factor is extracted from real housing 

prices across the four regions of the U.S. to represent the housing sector. The latent 

factors are assumed to follow distinct two-state Markov switching processes. The 

Markov process for the business cycle factor represents recession and expansions 

phases, whereas the Markov process for the housing factor corresponds to high or low 

phases in the housing market. These cyclical phases of the economy and the housing 

are linked trough the dependence structure of the factors in the transition equations 

and their covariance. 

The Markov probabilities allow analysis of the interactions between the phase of 

the housing market and the phases of the business cycle. Since the lead-lag 

relationship between the phases can vary over time, rather than pre-imposing a 

structure to their linkages, the proposed flexible framework enables us to study their 

specific lead-lag relationship over each one of the expansions and recessions that 

occurred in the U.S. in the last 50 years. The advantages of the proposed model are 

that the common variation and asymmetries in the phases of housing market and the 
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business cycle are modeled in a flexible setting. In addition, the relationship between 

the two cycles is analyzed simultaneously in a unified framework. The combined 

information from the business cycle, interest rates, and the housing market sheds light 

on the housing market bubble and bust. The Markov switching dynamic bi-factor 

model is closely related to the framework used in Chauvet (1998/1999), Senyuz 

(2008), and Chauvet and Senyuz (2009), which apply this approach to study the 

relationship between the stock market, the bonds market, and the economy. 

We find that there is a strong correlation between business cycles and housing 

market cycles. Generally, low housing prices phases tend to slightly lead economic 

recessions. During expansions, the probabilities of low housing prices are close to 

zero, and a couple of months before the beginning of recessions, the probabilities of 

low housing prices rise substantially. The end of low housing price phases tends to 

coincide or slightly lag the end of economic recessions. 

However, this relationship has changed over time. Noticeably, the housing 

market did not exhibit a regular cycle during the 2001 recession compared to the 

historical pattern. For the first time in the sample studied, variables measuring 

housing supply, demand, and prices did not fall during a recession. Another 

interesting aspect of the housing cycle in the last decade is that generally the 
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downturn in housing takes place right before economic recessions. After 2007, the 

contraction in the housing market led the economic contraction by 2 years.  

In summary, the relationship between housing market and business cycle 

changed remarkably in the last decade. There is a missed link between housing cycle 

and the business cycle in the early 2000s. Interestingly, while the interrelationship 

between the housing cycle and the business cycle went missing during the 2001 

recession, the link became remarkably strong in the subsequent 2007-2009 recession. 

In order to investigate the missed link between the housing cycle and the 

business cycle, we examine the role of interest rates. Interest rates generally rise 

during expansions, reaching a peak towards its end. Before the beginning of economic 

recessions, interest rates start to fall and stay low until the early stages of the 

subsequent economic expansion. The results show that interest rates are an important 

factor in the relationship between the business cycle and the housing cycle. There is 

an inverse relationship between housing prices and the level of and changes in interest 

rates. In particular, interest rates movements lead housing market cycle: increases in 

interest rates are related to subsequent decreases in housing prices and housing starts, 

whereas increases in interest rates are related to subsequent decreases in economic 

activity. 
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Thus, it is worth exploring the causes of the changes in the housing cycle by 

examining the role of interest rates. Given the unique dynamics of the housing cycle 

since the mid 1990s, we extend the model to allow changes in the relationship 

between the housing cycle, the business cycle, and interest rates. In order to capture 

the recent changes between the housing cycle and the business cycle, we allow each 

of the coefficients of lagged interest rates in the transition equations to follow distinct 

Markov processes. The results from the model are somewhat striking. The linkage 

between business cycle factor and interest rate weaken during the 2002-2004 recovery. 

On effect, the Federal Reserve kept interest rates at low levels during this expansion 

period due to the uncertainty regarding the end of 2001 recession, and the slow 

recovery in 2002-2004. On the other hand, the association between lagged interest 

rates and the housing market factor became much stronger since the 2001 recession.  

This suggests that the run up of housing prices, especially since 2001 is 

associated with the low level of interest rate, which on its turn is associated with the 

particular features of the 2001 recession and subsequent recovery. In particular, 

differently from other early stages of expansions, the jobless recovery led the Federal 

Reserve to keep interest rates at low levels for quite some time. This monetary 

expansion catalyzed an abrupt increase in housing prices, housing starts, and 
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ownership. The unique features of the cycle led investors to be uncertain about the 

possible end of the monetary expansion phase, and the strength of its effect on the 

housing sector. When interest rates start rising in June 2004, it had a strong negative 

effect on the housing sector and was associated with a subsequent drastic fall in 

housing prices. This led many to own negative equity, which induced a wave of 

default and foreclosures. This was the beginning of the subprime crisis, which 

evolved into the longest recession since the Great Depression. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the nonlinear factor 

model of the housing market and the business cycle that allows examination of the 

interrelations between the phases of these sectors. Section 3 discusses the data, and 

Section 4 presents the estimation results. Section 5 extends the model to include the 

link between business cycles and housing cycles – the interest rate. Section 6 presents 

the results when this third variable is considered. Section 7 concludes.   

 

2. Literature Review 

Some related literature focus on U.S. metropolitan-level housing market. Clayton, 

Miller, and Peng (2008) build a bivariate panel VAR model to analyze housing 

markets in 114 metropolitan areas in the U.S. during 1990-2002. They find that both 
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home prices (nominal) and trading volume (i.e. Turnover, which is defined as sales of 

existing single family home to its stock) are affected by some exogenous variables, 

such as the labor employment, the mortgage interest rate, and the stock index. The 

effect of these exogenous variables on housing markets is particularly significant in 

low supply-elasticity market. Noticeably, trading volume reacts much more 

significantly to these exogenous shocks than do prices. In addition, they find that 

decreases in home prices decrease (and not increases) Granger cause decreases in 

trading volume. On the other hand, turnover Granger causes prices in tight housing 

markets with low supply elasticity. Finally, the results indicate that the positive 

price-volume correlation is primarily explained by their co-movement due to 

exogenous shocks. 

Wheaton and Lee (2007) examine the causality between housing sales (effective 

sales rate) and house prices using a panel estimation approach (with 101 MSA market 

in U.S.) between 1980 and 2006. They investigate the causality based on both levels 

and first differences of these housing variables. They find that higher sales always 

lead to higher subsequent prices, while higher prices always generate lower 

subsequent sales volume.  Using a VAR system, they conclude that housing markets 

essentially react to demand shocks, such as the permanent drop of employment and 
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mortgage rates. 

Some studies focus on regional house prices in other countries. For example, 

Dijk Franses and Raap (2008) develop a panel model to examine the existence of 

distinct clusters of regions with different house price dynamics in the Netherlands 

between 1985 and 2005. They find that in different two clusters – rural regions close 

to large cities; and larger cities and remote rural regions – housing prices behave 

differently. For example, the average growth rate of housing prices and the magnitude 

of responses to changes in GDP both differ. In addition, the speed at which regions 

reacts to price changes in other regions differ for these two distinct clusters. Grimes 

and Aitken (2005) examines why regional house prices have diverged in New Zealand 

since 1981. Further, they discuss how housing demand and supply affect house prices 

in a certain region, and this is the important cause of divergence of regional house 

prices.  If supply’s responsiveness to demand change is fast and sufficient, house 

prices are not affected a lot by extra demand. Housing supply is affected by land 

prices and other construction costs, which differ across regions. Because the rate of 

new regional housing starts (supply), regional demographic and economic 

developments vary significantly, housing prices diverge across regions. 

Divergence among country-specific prices is discussed in Ceron and Suarez 
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(2006). They apply a two-state Markov switching model to examine housing prices 

for 14 developed countries from 1970 to 2003. The latent two states, representing hot 

and cold phases of the housing market, are common for these countries, and capture 

cyclical component of the housing price growth. In addition, they consider 

country-specific components. The combination of common cyclical feature and 

country heterogeneity sheds insight on changes in volatility of housing price growth 

across two states – during cold phases volatility of prices growth is larger. They find 

that these volatility phases are quite persistent (about 6 years on average), which has 

important implication for risk management in housing markets. 

Miles (2007) compares housing prices forecasting performance of linear and 

nonlinear models. The paper examines whether the boom-bust nature of housing 

market leads non-linear models to better capture asymmetries in price changes. The 

paper finds that regions with high volatility, such as California, benefit most from 

nonlinear models. The author argues that GAR model (linear autoregressive model 

and squares and other powers added – generalized autoregressive model) does the best 

in forecasting house prices out-of-sample, while Markov-switching model only has a 

good in-sample fit, as Crawford and Fratantoni (2003) suggest.   

This chapter is motivated by Chauvet (1998), Kim and Nelson (1998), and some 
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other literature, which discuss how to capture business cycle well. Chauvet (1998) 

establishes a dynamic factor model which integrates the nonlinear regime-switching 

model of Hamilton (1989), and the spirits of Stock and Watson (1989, 1991,1993) as 

suggested by Diebold and Rudebusch (1996). Chauvet (1998) estimates the switching 

common factor by maximum likelihood method. The four observed individual 

coincident indicators are total manufacturing and trade sales in 1982 dollars, total 

personal income less transfer payments in 1987 dollars, employees on nonagricultural 

payrolls, and industrial production. Based on the proposal of Stock and Watson(1989), 

there exists an unobserved variable which is defined by assuming that the 

co-movement of these four observed coincident indicators depend on movement of 

this unobserved common factor. Each of these four observed indicators is assumed to 

be uncorrelated with each other in individual's idiosyncratic component, so the 

common factor summarizes all the covariance among them. Importantly, the 

movement of this common factor relies on state of economy. 

The Markov switching dynamic bi-factor model is closely related to the 

framework used in Chauvet (1998/1999), Senyuz (2008), and Chauvet and Senyuz 

(2009), which apply this approach to study the relationship between the stock market, 

bonds market, and the economy. 
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3. The Basic Model 

We propose a model that accounts for the dynamic links between the housing 

market cycle and the business cycle. The model is a tool to investigate the historical 

relationship between the housing market and the business cycle, and the recent 

bubble-bust in the housing market.  The model is composed of two unobserved 

factors, representing these two sectors. The latent housing market factor, ,H
tF  is 

extracted from regional housing prices, while coincident indicators of the economy 

are used to construct the latent business cycle factor, .BC
tF The dynamic factor model 

is cast in the state-space, which allows simultaneous estimation of the two 

unobservable factors as well as their intertemporal relationship. The measurement 

equations are:  

8,...,2,1=++= ivFFY it
BC

t
BC
i

H
t

H
iit λλ                 (1) 

ititi vL εψ =)(   ),0(...~ 2
iit Ndii σε                 (2) 

Where Yit is the 8 x 1 vector of observable variables in the housing sector and in the 

business cycle. In particular, it includes the growth rate of median housing prices in 

the Northeast, the Midwest, the South, and the West, and the growth rate of industrial 

production, the real personal income, the employment, and manufacturing and trade 

sales. H
iλ and BC

iλ are, respectively, the factor loadings corresponding to the housing 
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indicators and economic indicators. The idiosyncratic terms, ,itv are allowed to be 

serially correlated with autoregressive coefficients iψ , whereas itε  are the 

measurement errors. The factors are assumed to be uncorrelated with the idiosyncratic 

terms, itv , at all leads and lags. 

Each factor follows a latent vector autoregressive process with the drift term as a 

function of different Markov switching processes. H
tS  represents low and high price 

phases in the housing market, and BC
tS represents economic recessions and 

expansions phases.  The transition equations are: 
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where H
St

μ  is the mean growth rate of housing price in high ( 1=H
tS ) and low states 

( 0=H
tS ), whereas BC

St
μ  is the mean growth rate of economic indicator in expansions 

( 1=BC
tS ) and recessions ( 0=BC

tS ). The model does not impose a priori restrictions 

on the relationship between BC
tS and H

tS . The consideration of two potentially 

independent Markov processes allows the factors to represent the housing market 
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markets and the real economy to switch between phases at different leads or lags. The 

transition probabilities are: 

HH
t

H
t
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H
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with ∑ =

1

0j
BC
ijp =∑ =

1

0j
H
ijp =1, i, j = 0,1. 

Thus, the linkages between the two factors are modeled by specifying the factors 

as following a vector autoregressive system, by their covariance, and by the Markov 

processes. The coefficients BCβ and Hβ  capture the lead-lag relationship between 

the housing factor and the business cycle factor, while we assume that variance 

covariance matrix of the common shocks to each factor, Ωt , is non-diagonal. The two 

factors and the Markov probabilities are simultaneously estimated from the 

observable variables and from their relationship with each other. 

All parameters and factors are simultaneously estimated in one step. The models 

are first cast in state space form and then a nonlinear discrete version of the Kalman 

filter is combined with Hamilton’s (1989) algorithm to estimate the models. The 

increasing number of Markov cases is truncated at each iteration using an 

approximation suggested by Kim (1994). The nonlinear Kalman filter is initialized 

using the unconditional mean and unconditional covariance matrix of the state vector. 
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A nonlinear optimization procedure is used to maximize the likelihood function, 

which is obtained as a by-product of the probabilities of the Markov states.  In 

particular, the Gauss-Newton and Berndt–Hall–Hall–Hausman algorithm is used, 

which is based on numerical derivatives and optimal step size. The convergence 

criterion for the change in the norm of the parameter vector at each iteration is set to 

1e-5. For maximization of the likelihood, the parameters are constrained so that the 

autoregressive processes are stationary, the innovation covariance matrices are 

positive definite, and the transition probabilities are between 0 and 1. The predictions 

of the unobserved factors and of the probabilities of the Markov states are obtained as 

final pass of the nonlinear filter based on the maximum likelihood estimates. 

  

4. Data 

The business cycle factor is extracted from the same series used by the NBER 

Business Cycle Dating Committee to date business cycle turning points.2 The four 

economic indicators that move simultaneously with the business cycle are Industrial 

Production index, obtained from the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, 

Manufacturing and Trade Sales and Real Personal Income Less Transfer Payments, 

from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, and Employees on Nonagricultural Payroll, 
                                                 
2 See NBER site: https://nber15.nber.org/cycles/main.html?tools=printit 
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from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  

The housing market factor is obtained from quarterly median sales prices of 

houses sold considering the same regional division used by the US Census Bureau, 

which consists of four regions: West, Northeast, Midwest, and South. Since the 

median price of houses sold by region is available in quarterly frequency from 

1963Q1, the sample considered is from 1963Q1 to 2007Q4.  

Our goal is not to study local factors, but national comovements in housing 

prices that correlate with the business cycle and with monetary policy. Thus, it is 

crucial that the sample is long enough to include several housing market and 

business cycle phases, in order to allow historical analysis of their interaction. We 

extract this national common cycle from the Census regional level data because these 

are the longest disaggregate series available. While city or Metropolitan Statistical 

Data (MSA) may provide a more refined picture of housing price movements, the 

multivariate framework considered does not allow starting aggregating from these 

data – it is not computationally feasible to consider all the U.S. MSA due to the size 

of the matrix of unobserved features involved. In addition, they are only available 

since 1975, which excludes two full business cycles.3 

                                                 
3 Alternative price indexes are only available at smaller samples that do not consider several past 

recessions and expansions. For example, the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) 
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The housing series are deflated using the Consumer Price Index (CPI for All 

Urban Consumers: All Items Less Food & Energy), from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics. All variables are considered in the log first difference form.  

 

5. Empirical Results 

5.1 Business Cycles 

Table 2.2.1 reports the maximum likelihood estimates from the model. The 

Markov process captures the switches to business cycle phases underlying the four 

coincident variables. State 0 displays a negative mean ( BC
0μ = -0.5) and a shorter 

average duration, which is associated with economic recessions. State 1 exhibits a 

positive mean ( BC
1μ =1.5) and longer average duration, depicting the features of 

expansions. In particular, the probability of staying in expansion, BCp11 , is higher than 

the probability of staying in a contraction, BCp00 . The expected duration for recession 

and expansion implied by the switching model is, respectively, 3.7 and 11.1 quarters, 

compared to 3.6 and 10.8 quarters implied by the NBER dating.4 

                                                                                                                                            
house price indexes and the S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Indices at the quarterly frequency are only 

available from 1975 or 1976, respectively, missing the recessions in 1969-1970 and in 1974-1975 

(missing two business cycles). 
4 For example, the expected duration of recession from the model is determined by the 

formula:∑∞

=
−=

1
).1/(1 0000k

p)k(p BC1-kBC  
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Figure 2.5 shows the extracted business cycle factor and the associated smoothed 

probabilities of recessions, )|0( TSP BC
t = . The shading area in the graphs indicates 

the NBER recession dates. The Markov-switching model captures each of the NBER 

business cycle peaks and troughs in the sample, which the probabilities of recession 

closely match. During periods that the NBER classifies as expansions, the 

probabilities of recession are close to zero. At around the date where the NBER 

recessions begin, the probabilities of recession spike upward and remain high until 

around the time when the NBER dates the end of the recessions. 

As extensively discussed in the media and in the business cycle literature, both 

the 1990-1991 and the 2001 recessions were not followed by rapid revival periods as 

in the previous recessions. This is particularly the case for the 2001 recession, which 

was followed by a jobless recovery (e.g. Chauvet and Hamilton 2006, Chauvet and 

Piger 2008, among several others, etc). The probabilities of recession reflect the 

sluggish recovery – they increase in early 2001 but remain high until mid 2003. 

Notably, there was a great deal of uncertainty in real time regarding the state of the 

economy between 2001 and 2003. On effect, the NBER Business Cycle Dating 

Committee only announced that the 2001 recession ended in November 2001 20 
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months later, in July 2003.5 This was the longest delay in calling a business cycle 

turning point by the Committee since its inception in 1978. 

  

5.2 Housing Cycles 

The empirical results provide support to the Markov switching framework in the 

housing sector. The asymmetries in the phases of the housing cycle are also well 

characterized by the switching dynamic factor, which shares very similar patterns to 

the business cycle. As for the business cycle, the housing factor displays a significant 

positive mean ( H
1μ =3.5) in State 1 and a significant negative mean in State 0 ( H

0μ = 

-2.5). State 1 exhibits a longer duration, corresponding to high housing price phases, 

whereas State 0 has a much shorter duration. The expected duration implied by the 

model for the low housing cycle phase is 8 quarters, and the expected duration of the 

high housing cycle phase is 34 quarters. 

These features can be observed in Figure 2.6, which plots the extracted housing 

factor and the smoothed probabilities of low housing prices. The probabilities display 

a clear dichotomous pattern, remaining close to zero during high housing phases and 
                                                 
5 An interesting observation is that the probabilities of recession do not remain high after the 2001 

recession when the model is estimated using other measures of employment rather than payroll 

employment. The probabilities of recession in this case signal the end of the recession in November 2001, 

as does the NBER. This indicates that the “jobless recovery” is intrinsically associated with the formal 

labor market. 
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spiking upward close to one during low housing market phases. There have been five 

low housing phases in the sample studied. The most recent low housing phase started 

in early 2006, and it had not ended until the last observation in the sample-- 2007Q4.  

Figure 2.7 compares the housing factor extracted from the four regional housing 

prices with the aggregate U.S. house prices, also obtained from the Census. The factor 

is substantially smoother than the U.S. house prices. The model extracts only the 

common cyclical fluctuations underlying the four regions, as represented by the factor, 

while it separates out the idiosyncratic movements that are peculiar to each region. 

The resulting factor is a national index of housing prices.  

 

5.3 Links between the Housing Cycle and the Business Cycle 

The estimated contemporaneous covariance parameter between the housing cycle 

factor and the business cycle is 0.40. The non-contemporaneous linear relationship 

between the housing market factor and the economic factor is represented by the 

coefficients of the vector autoregression in the transition equations (3-4). The 

coefficient of the lagged business cycle factor in the housing market factor, Hβ , and 

the coefficient of the lagged housing market factor in the business cycle 

factor, BCβ are both positive. That is, on average, a positive economic growth is 
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followed by a positive housing market growth and vice-versa. 

Notice that the vector autoregressive coefficients in the transition equations 

reflect the average linear relationship between the two factors over the entire sample, 

without taking into account potential asymmetries before, during, and after recessions 

or low housing market phases. The lead-lag dynamics of the housing market and the 

real economy are better depicted by examining their relationship around the 

transitions between their cyclical phases. This can be directly examined within our 

proposed nonlinear framework, which allows two distinct (but potentially dependent) 

Markov processes to represent the housing market and the business cycle. Figure 2.8 

plots the smoothed probabilities of recessions and the smoothed probabilities of low 

housing prices. The graph indicates that the phases of the housing factor are closely 

associated with the phases of the business cycle. Low housing prices phases tend to 

slightly lead economic recessions. During expansions, the probabilities of low 

housing prices are close to zero, and a couple of months before the beginning of 

recessions the probabilities of low housing prices rise substantially. The end of low 

housing price phases tends to coincide or slightly lag the end of economic recessions.6 

On average, the housing cycle factor leads the business cycle factors by two quarters. 

                                                 
6 This indicates that around the end of recessions and beginning of expansions the non-contemporaneous 

relationship between the housing factor and the business cycle is negative. 
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5.4 Housing Market Since 2000  

An interesting feature of the smoothed probabilities of low housing market phase 

in Figure 2.8 is that they do not increase during the 2001 recession.7 Noticeably, the 

housing market did not exhibit a regular cycle during this period compared to the 

historical pattern. For the first time in the sample studied, variables measuring 

housing supply, demand, and prices did not fall during a recession. Figures 1 to 3 

show that housing prices and new house construction (housing start and housing 

permit) are very closely linked until the around 2000. After that, construction 

continues to increase in spite of the recession in 2001, and continue the upward 

movement until 2006. The national and regional median prices of houses also sold did 

not display a typical behavior during this recession. Remarkably, the median prices in 

the West and Northeast regions presented a steep increase – rather than the expected 

fall – during the 2001 recession. In fact, there was a continuous increase in prices 

from 1995 to 2006, with the steepest rise taking place between 2002-2006, when US 

real housing prices increased by 31%. 

Another factor that has changed in the last ten years is the soaring national rate 

                                                 
7 Notice that the smoothed probabilities also do not increase during the 1974-1975 recession. During this 

period, however, even though housing prices were relatively flat, other measures of the housing market 

such as housing start and housing permit displayed a strong cyclical fluctuation during this recession 

(Figures 2.1-2.3). 
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of homeownership. Between 1965 and 1995 the homeownership rate fluctuated 

between 62 and 64 percent with little discernable trend. After 1995, it jumped 5 

percentage points and at the end of 2006 stood at 69% (Figure 2.3). Since then it has 

retreated down to 67% as of the second quarter of 2009. These movements were so 

pronounced that from 1998-2006 the total number of renters in the US actually 

declined for the first time since WWII. That rise meant that approximately 4-1/2 

million more families that otherwise would have been renters owned their homes. 

Investors and second-home buyers also purchased a growing number of properties, 

accounting for more than one-sixth of all first-lien loans to purchase 

one-to-four-family site-built homes in 2005 and 2006.A movement in demand this 

large would certainly be expected soften rents and put great pressure on prices. Since 

2006, the number of renters has grown sharply and the number of owners has actually 

declined.  

Another interesting aspect of the housing cycle in the last decade is that 

generally the downturn in housing takes place right before economic recessions. After 

2007, the contraction in the housing market led the economic contraction by 2 years. 

In summary, the relationship between housing market and business cycle 

changed remarkably in the last decade. There is a missed link between housing cycle 
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and the business cycle in the early 2000s. Interestingly, while the interrelationship 

between the housing cycle and the business cycle went missing during the 2001 

recession, the link became remarkably strong in the subsequent 2007-2009 recession. 

 

6. Housing Market and Interest Rates – Augmented Bi-factor 

Nonlinear Model 

In order to investigate the missed link between the housing cycle and the 

business cycle, we examine the role of interest rates. Figure 2.9 plots the growth rate 

of U.S. housing prices, the Federal Funds Rate, the 30-year Mortgage Rate, and 

NBER recessions.8 Interest rates generally rise during expansions, reaching a peak 

towards its end. Before the beginning of economic recessions, interest rates start to 

fall and stay low until the early stages of the subsequent economic expansion. As it 

can be observed in Figure 2.9, interest rates are an important factor in the 

relationship between the business cycle and the housing cycle. There is an inverse 

relationship between housing prices and the level of and changes in interest rates. In 

particular, interest rates movements lead housing market cycle: increases in interest 

rates are related to subsequent decreases in housing prices and housing starts, 

                                                 
8 The Effective Federal Funds Rate and the 30-Year Conventional Mortgage Rate (available from 

1971Q2) are obtained from the Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis.  
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whereas increases in interest rates are related to subsequent decreases in economic 

activity. 

Thus, it is worth exploring the causes of the changes in the housing cycle by 

examining the role of interest rates. As it can be observed, a striking feature of the 

period before, during, and right after the 2001 recession is the level of interest rates 

compared to historical records. Mortgage rates and the Federal Funds Rate were at 

their lowest levels since the beginning of the sample (Figure 2.9).9 

 

6.1 Augmented Model 1 – Introducing Interest Rates 

In order to investigate the relationship between interest rates, the housing market, 

and the business cycle, the proposed model is extended to include interest rates. We 

consider the same measurement equations as in (1)-(2), but now the transition 

equations are:  

BC
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where rt is Federal Funds Rate. Now, the linkages between the housing factor and the 

business cycle also occur through their relationship with interest rates. 

                                                 
9 Notice that this is a common element in 1974-75 recession as well, during which house prices also did 

not fall. 
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Table 2.2 shows the estimated lagged interest rate coefficients in the transition 

equations of the housing factor and business cycle factor, which are negative and 

highly significant. This highlights the importance of interest rate as a link between 

housing cycle and business cycle factor. Increases in interest rates are associated with 

subsequent decreases in the housing sector and in the economic activity. 

  

6.2 Augmented Model 2 – Recent Changes in Interest Rates 

Given the unique dynamics of the housing cycle since the mid 1990s, we extend 

the model to allow changes in the relationship between the housing cycle, the business 

cycle, and interest rates. In order to capture the recent changes between the housing 

cycle and the business cycle, we allow each of the coefficients of lagged interest rates 

in the transition equations to follow distinct Markov processes: 
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and transition probabilities: 
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6.3 Housing Market, Interest Rates, and the 2001 Recession 

The results from the model are somewhat striking. As shown in Table 2.2, there 

are two significant states for the interest rate coefficients in the business cycle 

equation as well as in the housing market equation. The estimates show substantially 

lower interest rate coefficient in the business cycle factor transition equation in State 0, 

and significantly higher in State 1 (in absolute value). This asymmetry is also 

observed in the relationship between interest rate and the housing market – the 

interest rate coefficient in the housing factor transition equation is significantly lower 

in State 0 and significantly higher in State 1 (in absolute value). 

The smoothed probabilities reveal the intuition for these results. Figure 2.10 

shows the smoothed probabilities of low interest rate coefficient in the business cycle 

equation, )|0( * TSP BC
t = . Over the entire sample until 2002, these probabilities are 

close to zero. After this year, the probabilities spike upward to values close to one, 

and stay high until around 2004. That is, the linkage between the business cycle factor 
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and interest rates weakened during the 2002-2004 recovery. On effect, the Federal 

Reserve kept interest rates at low levels during this expansion period due to the 

uncertainty regarding the end of 2001 recession, and the slow recovery in 2002-2004. 

On the other hand, the smoothed probabilities of high interest rate coefficient in 

the housing cycle factor, )|1( * TSP H
t = , are close to zero until mid 2001. After that 

date, the probabilities spike upward to values close to one, and stay high until the end 

of the sample. That is, the association between lagged interest rates and the housing 

market factor became much stronger since the 2001 recession. 
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7. Conclusion 

This paper examines the historical linkage between business cycles and housing 

market cycles in order to understand whether the recent boom and bust in the 

housing sector in the last decade is unique or whether it had historical precedents. 

We propose a nonlinear dynamic factor of the joint relationship between the 

housing market, the business cycle, and interest rates. We find a strong linkage 

between the business cycle and interest rates, and the housing market cycle and 

interest rates. However, these relationships have changed during the 2001 recession 

and subsequent recovery. In particular, we find that the housing market became more 

sensitive – to a higher extent than the historical record – to interest rates throughout 

the 2000s. 

This suggests that the run up of housing prices, especially since 2001, is 

associated with the low level of interest rate. The process started in early 2001 when 

interest rates decreased substantially to minimize the economic recession that had 

started in March 2001. Differently from other early stages of expansions, the jobless 

recovery led the Federal Reserve to keep interest rates at low levels for quite some 

time. The ‘missed’ low housing market cycle during the 2001 recession, the continued 

growth in house demand and prices, and the record low interest rates led investors to 
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believe that more likely returns would be realized in good states of the economy, 

when those returns are higher. The argument is that the monetary expansion during 

this first period led to both speculation and leveraging, especially regarding lending 

practices in the housing sector. In other words, this expansion made it possible for 

marginal borrowers to obtain loans with lower collateral values. These dynamics 

accentuated in 2003, when the economy was in a full recovery with still low level of 

interest rates – this catalyzed an abrupt increase in housing prices, housing starts, and 

the homeownership. 

The unique features of the cycle led investors to be uncertain regarding the 

possible end of the monetary expansion phase, and on the strength of its effect on the 

housing sector. When interest rates start rising in June 2004, it had the reverse effect 

in the housing sector. As the previous low interest rates stimulated the sector, the new 

upward trend in interest rates had a strong negative effect in the housing sector and 

was associated with a subsequent drastic fall in housing prices. This led many to own 

negative equity, and induced a wave of default and foreclosures. 

The negative developments in the housing market impacted the aggregate 

economy through reduced investment in housing; a reduction in consumer spending 

because of decreases in household wealth; contagion in financial markets, which has 
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negative effects on business investment and consumption of durable goods, in 

addition to consumers’ and businesses’ confidence about the future, which can 

constrain plans for future demand and supply. In the end of 2007, the economy 

entered a recession, which started as a mild contraction. With the ramifications of the 

subprime crisis and financial contagion in mid 2008, the recession became much more 

severe and lasted longer than any other recession since the Great Depression. 
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Tables  

Table 2.1: Maximum Likelihood Estimates – Basic Model 

Parameters Business Cycle Parameters Housing Cycle 

BC
1μ  1.50 (0.20) H

1μ  3.52 (1.06) 

BC
0μ  -0.54 (0.16) H

0μ  -2.47 (0.79) 

BCp11  0.93 (0.01) Hp11  0.97 (0.02) 

BCp00  0.78 (0.03) Hp00  0.88 (0.06) 

2
BCησ  1.43 (0.21) 2

Hησ  1.19 (0.18) 

BCφ  0.46 (0.05) Hφ  -0.28 (0.16) 

oductionPrλ  1 
Northeastλ  1 

Incomeλ  0.56 (0.02) 
Westλ  1.60 (0.50) 

Salesλ  0.78 (0.03) 
Midwestλ  

1.41 (0.43) 

Employmentλ  0.41 (0.02) 
Southλ  

1.26 (0.36) 

* 2
, oductionPrvσ  0.32 (0.02) 2

,Northeastvσ  
36.92 (3.93) 

2
, Incomevσ  0.11 (0.01) 2

,Westvσ  8.85 (1.30) 

2
,Salesvσ  0.78 (0.05) 2

,Midwestvσ  
23.09 (2.60) 

2
,Employmentvσ  0.13 (0.01) 2

,Southvσ  8.21 (1.05) 

BCβ  0.16 (0.07) Hβ  0.17 (0.05) 

oductionPrψ  0.17 (0.05) 
Northeastψ  -0.37 (0.07) 

Incomeψ  0.16 (0.04) 
Westψ  -0.40 (0.08) 

Salesψ  -0.24 (0.04) 
Midwestψ  0.43 (0.07) 

Employmentψ  -0.49 (0.08) 
Southψ  -0.32 (0.08) 

SMBC ,σ  0.40 (0.16)   

Log L -3470.22   

  

Notes: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses 
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Table 2.2: Maximum Likelihood Estimates— 

Augmented Model with Interest Rates 

Parameters Business Cycle  Parameters Housing Cycle  

BC
1μ  1.48 (0.20) H

1μ  3.64 (1.04) 
BC
0μ  -0.53 (0.16) H

0μ  -2.45 (0.76) 
BCp11  0.92 (0.01) Hp11  0.96 (0.02) 
BCp00  0.78 (0.03) Hp00  0.89 (0.05) 
2

BCησ  1.41 (0.21) 2
Hησ  1.16 (0.16) 

BCφ  0.45 (0.05) Hφ  -0.27 (0.15) 

oductionPrλ  1 Northeastλ  1 

Incomeλ  0.54 (0.02) Westλ  1.61 (0.51) 

Salesλ  0.79 (0.03) Midwestλ  1.39 (0.41) 

Employmenλ  0.42 (0.02) Southλ  1.31 (0.34) 

2
, oductionPrvσ  0.35 (0.02) 2

,Northeastvσ  37.26 (3.91) 

2
,Incomevσ  0.11 (0.01) 2

,Westvσ  8.17 (1.31) 
2
,Salesvσ  0.77 (0.05) 2

,Midwestvσ  23.42 (2.58) 

2
,Employmenvσ  0.12 (0.01) 2

,Southvσ  8.23 (1.10) 
BCβ  0.15 (0.06) Hβ  0.14 (0.02) 

oductionPrψ  0.16 (0.05) Northeastψ  -0.38 (0.06) 
BCϕ  -0.08 (0.02) Hϕ  -0.09 (0.03) 

Incomeψ  0.16 (0.04) Westψ  -0.41 (0.08) 

Salesψ  -0.21 (0.04) Midwestψ  0.43 (0.06) 

Employmentψ  -0.53 (0.08) Southψ  -0.31 (0.08) 

SMBC,σ  0.41 (0.16)   

Log L -3412.98   

 

    Notes: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses 
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Table 2.3: Maximum Likelihood Estimates- 

Augmented Model with Markov Switching in the Interest Rates Coefficients 

Parameters Business Cycle  Parameters Housing Cycle  

BC
1μ  1.46 (0.19) H

1μ  3.56 (1.01) 
BC
0μ  -0.52 (0.15) H

0μ  -2.42 (0.72) 
BCp11  0.92 (0.01) Hp11  0.95 (0.02) 
BCp00  0.79 (0.03) Hp00  0.88 (0.05) 
2

BCησ  1.42 (0.20) 2
Hησ  1.16 (0.14) 

BCφ  0.43 (0.04) Hφ  -0.28 (0.14) 

oductionPrλ  1 Northeastλ  1 

Incomeλ  0.53 (0.02) Westλ  1.63 (0.49) 

Salesλ  0.81 (0.03) Midwestλ  1.36 (0.41) 

Employmentλ  0.45 (0.02) Southλ  1.33 (0.33) 

2
, oductionPrvσ  0.32 (0.02) 2

,Northeastvσ  38.14 (3.92) 

2
, Incomevσ  0.13 (0.01) 2

,Westvσ  8.12 (1.31) 
2
,Salesvσ  0.78 (0.04) 2

,Midwestvσ  22.37 (2.56) 

2
,Employmentvσ  0.11 (0.01) 2

,Southvσ  8.01 (1.12) 
BCβ  0.14 (0.05) Hβ  0.12 (0.02) 

oductionPrψ  0.18 (0.05) Northeastψ  -0.36 (0.05) 
BC
1ϕ  -0.08 (0.02) H

1ϕ (2001 on) -0.18 (0.08) 
BC
0ϕ (2002 on) -0.02 (0.01) H

0ϕ  -0.09 (0.03) 

Incomeψ  0.15 (0.03) Westψ  -0.42 (0.08) 

Salesψ  -0.24 (0.04) Midwestψ  0.41 (0.05) 

Employmentψ  -0.51 (0.08) Southψ  -0.35 (0.08) 

SMBC,σ  0.43 (0.15)   

Log L -3368.62   

 

 Notes: Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses
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Figure 2.1 – Real Median Prices of Houses Sold by Region in the U.S. and 

NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.2 – U.S. Census Bureau Home Ownership Rate (red-ink), U.S. Median 

House Prices(blue-ink),and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.3 –Housing Units Authorized by Building Permits (blue-ink), New 

Privately Owned Housing Units Started (red-ink), and NBER Recession(Shaded) 
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Figure 2.4 – 30-Year Fixed-Rate Mortgage (blue-ink), Home Mortgage Growth 

Rate by Household (red-ink), and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.5 – Smoothed Probabilities of Recessions (blue-ink___), Business Cycle 

Factor(red-ink ---), and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.6 – Smoothed Probabilities of Recessions (blue-ink___), Housing Factor 

(red-ink---), and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.7 – Housing Factor (blue-ink___), Growth rate of U.S. Median Price of 

Houses Sold (red-ink---), and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.8 – Smoothed Probabilities of Low Housing Market (blue-ink), 

Smoothed Probabilities of Recessions (red-ink), and NBER Recessions (Shaded) 
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Figure 2.9 –30-Year Fixed-Rate Mortgage Rate (brown-ink), Federal Funds Rate 

(green-ink), US Real Median Housing Price Growth rate (blue-ink), and NBER 

Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.10 – Probabilities of Low Interest Rate Coefficient in the Business Cycle 

Factor Equation, and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Figure 2.11 – Probabilities of High Interest Rate Coefficient in the Housing 

Factor Equation, and NBER Recessions (Shaded Area) 
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Chapter 3 The Role of People's Expectation in the U.S. 

Housing Market 

            

1. Introduction 

Housing asset returns are of great interest in the studies on macroeconomics, 

asset pricing, and housing market cycles. In particular, the recent U.S. housing boom 

that started around 1999 and the subsequent bust in the mid 2000s has attracted many 

discussions and a large number of literature on the housing market aiming to explain 

the key drivers underlying the sharp recent changes in housing prices. 

This chapter investigates the effect of a potential important driver of the recent 

housing price boom and bust – people's expectations on the U.S. housing asset returns. 

In particular, this chapter extends the volatility feedback model proposed in Kim, 

Morley and Nelson (KMN 2004), Turner, Startz, and Nelson (1989), and Campbell 

and Hentschel (1992) to study the relationship between volatility and returns in the 

housing market in the last 50 years, assuming different information sets. Exogenous 

volatility feedback occurs when people modify their future expected asset returns as 

they observe new information about volatility in the asset market during the current 

period. 
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KMN extend the volatility feedback models of Turner, Startz, and Nelson (1989), 

and Campbell and Hentschel (1992) by assuming that volatility of the U.S. stock 

market follows a Markov switching process. 

As in KMN, this chapter considers two alternative assumptions about 

information availability to examine the volatility feedback effect: partial revelation 

and full revelation. The former assumes people can only observe past returns at the 

true state of the market volatility. The realized asset return is composed of people’s 

expected return, volatility feedback effect, and shock (news) to the asset market. Thus, 

people’s updated expectation has an influence on asset returns. 

The model has three characteristics, which facilitates its application to the U.S. 

housing market. First, it emphasizes that volatility feedback is able to capture the 

comprehensive effects of housing market volatility on all future discounted expected 

housing asset returns. Some related literature incorporate only partial effects of the 

Markov-switching in volatility of the housing market on the contemporaneous 

expected return. For example, Roche (2001) and Ceron and Suarez (2006) restrict the 

high-volatility state of the housing market to have lower housing asset returns than the 

low-volatility state. The model considered in this chapter does not have this restriction. 

Thus, it allows examination of the relationship between housing market volatility and 
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future expected housing asset returns. 

Second, the high-volatility regime of the housing asset returns in the proposed 

model is able to represent well features of the U.S. housing cycle. Noticeably, the 

2001 recession has different characteristics compared to other NBER-dated recessions, 

and some chapters focus on capturing them. For instance, Kim, Piger and Startz (2007) 

decompose the business cycle into permanent and transitory components, and Kim, 

Morley and Piger (2005) introduce a business cycle "bounce-back effect". The model 

considered in this chapter, which incorporates people’s expectation, is able to capture 

the 2001 recession due to the volatility feedback effect. Therefore, it proposes an 

insightful way to characterize the business cycle through cyclical movements in 

housing prices.  

Third, KMN distinguish a one-time permanent structural break component from 

a temporary but persistent Markov-switching component in the U.S. stock market. 

This chapter uses Hansen’s (2001) application of Bai and Perron (1998) sequential 

estimation of breakpoints to identify a potential permanent structural breakpoint in the 

U.S housing asset returns during the period analyzed. This method allows 

identification of structural changes at unknown dates in the autoregressive process of 

time series.  
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The tests find two significant structural breaks in the U.S. housing market: a 

break in volatility in 1984Q1 and a break in the mean in 1999Q. The breakpoint in 

volatility of housing price 1984Q1 coincides with the break towards stabilization 

found in the US GDP and many other macroeconomic variables, as documented in a 

vast literature that include McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000), Kim and Nelson 

(1999), Chauvet and Potter (2001), Kim, Morley and Piger (2005), Kim, Piger and 

Startz (2007), Stock and Watson (2008), and Vargas-Silva (2008), among many others. 

On the other hand, the breakpoint in 1999Q1 identifies a permanent structural change 

in the U.S. housing market related to the housing price surge that initiate the bubble. 

The results indicate a strong positive relationship between the U.S. housing 

market volatility and the expected housing asset returns. Interestingly, the volatility 

feedback effect is the most important in the post-1999 period among alternative 

sub-periods. Further, the high-volatility regime in the proposed model with volatility 

feedback effect succeeds in matching all NBER-dated recessions, with the exception 

of the 1973-1975 recession. The findings are of a strong association between people’s 

expectation and the great uncertainty around the 2001 recession. Additionally, the 

findings support the assumption that people’s expectation on positive expected 

housing returns may have played an important role in the dynamics of the housing 
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bubble in the early 2000s. 

This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature on the 

housing market. Section 3 introduces the models and the different assumption 

regarding information availability in the formation of people’s expectations. Section 4 

discusses the methods used to determine the permanent breakpoint. Section 5 shows 

the empirical results, and Section 6 concludes.   

 

2. Motivation and Literature Review 

There is vast literature that emphasizes different aspects of the role of the 

housing asset in the economy. A strain of the literature regards the housing market as 

another source of asset returns other than the stock market. For example, Mills (1989) 

discusses the efficiency of capital stock allocation and divides the real capital returns 

into two types – returns to housing and to non-housing capital. Cannon, Miller, and 

Pandher (2006) investigate asset pricing using a cross-sectional approach of risk and 

returns across the U.S. stock market and the metropolitan housing market at the ZIP 

code level. Piazzesi, Schneider and Tuzel (2007) and Lustig and Nieuwerburgh (2006) 

use CCAPM (Consumption-based Capital Asset Pricing Model) to investigate 

dynamics of the equity premium including the housing market.  
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According to the recent literature, people's expectation of housing price plays a 

key role in the U.S. housing market. For example, Glaeser and Gyourko (2007) 

suggest that the housing price is predictable due to predictability of wages and 

construction. They argue that a bust follows a quick boom in prices and housing 

supply. This finding of the housing dynamics supports the implication of their 

“rational expectation” model. Similarly, Glaeser and Gyourko (2008) emphasize the 

role of housing supply in the boom-bust housing cycle. They classify the housing 

bubble into two types – an exogenous irrational bubble and an endogenous 

self-reinforcing bubble with adaptive expectation of irrational buyers. Further, they 

argue that the latter bubble results from self-sustaining over-optimism, which is likely 

to occur in inelastic-supply areas. On the other hand, Davis and Palumbo (2007) argue 

that the housing market is demand-driven between 1998 and 2004. They propose that 

both appreciation and volatility of home prices are even more likely to be determined 

by demand-side factors currently than before due to the sharp rise in prices of the real 

residential land.     

This chapter is partially motivated by the work of Kim, Morley and Nelson 

(KMN 2004) to investigate the role of volatility feedback and people's future expected 

housing returns in explaining the dynamics of the U.S. housing market. KMN assume 
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that volatility of the equity premium follow a two-state Markov-switching process in 

the prewar and postwar periods, assuming different assumptions regarding 

information availability, which people can utilize to assess the relationship between 

variance and the expected mean of the equity premium. Their finding is that there is a 

positive relationship between stock market volatility and the equity premium if 

volatility feedback affects the current stock prices negatively. 

This chapter is also motivated by the literature that assumes a Markov-switching 

component in the housing market volatility. For example, Roche (2001) applies the 

framework of Schaller and van Norden (1997) to model the housing market by 

assuming the existence of two states – a high variance (bad) state and a low variance 

(good) state. Also, Ceron and Suarez (2006) discuss the relationship between housing 

price volatility and the housing price growth rate, applying a two-state 

Markov-switching model to examine housing price dynamics in 14 developed 

countries between 1970 and 2003. The common latent two-state variable and the 

country-specific component collectively give insights into the change in volatility of 

the housing markets across cold and hot states. They find that the volatility is larger 

during cold phases, which is associated with low housing market growth.  

The related literature which discusses greater stabilization in the U.S. since the 
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mid-1980s was initiated with the work McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000). For 

example, Stock and Watson (2008) use a factor model with different specifications to 

examine when the instability occurs. They suggest a single breakpoint in 1984Q1 

which is associated with the "Great Moderation of output" in accord with the previous 

literature. Interestinly,1984Q1 also represents shifts in other macroeconomic variables, 

such as in the inflation-output relationship. In addition, Kim, Morley and Piger (2005), 

and Kim, Piger and Startz (2007) use 1984Q1 as the breakpoint based on Kim and 

Nelson (1999), and McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000).  

Regarding the breakpoints in the housing market, Vargas-Silva (2008) suggest 

that housing starts are less volatile in all of the four U.S. regional housing markets 

after 1980, because of the deregulation in the housing financial system. Moreover, 

Kim, Leatham and Bessler (2007) investigate the dynamic behavior of monthly 

returns on real estate (REITs), equity markets, and related macroeconomic variables 

during 1971 to 2004. They find that the real estate market shows a stronger casual 

relationship with other variables in the post-breakpoint period. Further, they show 

different dynamic impulse response patterns and forecast error variance 

decompositions between the pre-break and post-break period. Therefore, they 

conclude that REITs play a more important exogenous role in the U.S. economy after 
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the 1980 breakpoint. 

The applied model in this chapter is able to identify the 2001 recession, which is 

markedly different from other NBER-dated recessions. Stock and Watson (2003) find 

that recessions in the 1980s and the 1990s are a result of the Fed's monetary policies 

or the sharp decline in the household consumption, while the 2001 recession results 

from the sharp cut in business investment – especially in information technology. 

Some chapters have addressed different features in order to capture the 2001 recession. 

For example, Kim, Piger and Startz (2007) show that only the permanent factor or 

only the transitory Markov-switching factor fails to capture the 2001 recession, and 

both components are needed to identify it. Kim, Morley and Piger (2005) introduce a 

"bounce-back effect" to capture the business cycle. They assume that instead of the 

two typical regimes – expansion and recession phases, there is a third one – a high 

growth-recovery phase in the post-recession period. The model with three regimes 

still fails to capture the 1970 and 2001 recessions by the smoothed inferences. 

However, after they consider the structural break in 1984Q1, the model succeeds in 

capturing these two recessions.  

The model considered in this chapter allows an insightful investigation of the 

U.S. housing market primarily because it incorporates people’s expectation as a driver 
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of housing prices, and it distinguishes temporary switches between low and high 

phases of the housing market from permanent switches in the form of breakpoints. 

 

3. The Models            

 This section introduces the basic models underlying the framework used in this 

chapter to investigate the U.S. housing market with Markov-switching in volatility.  

The Campbell-Shiller’s (1988) framework allows investigation of how the U.S. 

housing asset return is affected by people’s changing expectation of the housing price. 

Let the one-period housing asset return be represented as the log-linear 

approximation:     

rt +1=log(Xt + 1+Dt +1)-log(Xt)                     (1) 

where Xt is the housing price, and Dt+1 represents the housing rent. As Meese and 

Wallace (1990) suggest, the housing rent can be used as dividends on the housing 

asset. Taking the first-order Taylor expansion of equation (1), we obtain:     

 rt+1=κ+ρxt +1+(1-ρ)dt +1-xt                              (2)  

where lower-case letters deNotes the log of the series. At time t+1, the housing asset 

return rt+1 is the sum of a weighted (ρ and 1-ρ) average of log housing price x t+1  (the 

percentage change in the housing price) and log housing rent dt+ 1  (the percentage 
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change in the housing rent). κ  is a nonlinear function of ρ, which is defined as 

the average ratio of the quarterly housing price to the sum of the quarterly housing 

price and the quarterly housing rent. ρ is very close to one because the percentage 

change in the housing price contributes to housing asset returns much more than the 

change in the housing rent. Then ex-ante version of (2) can be solved forward to 

obtain the percentage change in the housing price at time t (xt)  in (3):     

xt  =κ /(1-ρ)+(1-ρ)Et( jd t +1 +j |Ψ t )-Et( jr t +1 +j |Ψ t )            (3) 

Applying Kim, Morley and Nelson (KMN 2004) which extend the framework of 

Campbell and Hentschel (1992) by adding three components of the asset returns – 

people’s expected returns, a volatility feedback effect, and shocks (news) to the asset 

market, the proposed model which is to investigate the housing asset market is 

represented as following: 

E[rt+j|Ψt]=μ0+μ1Pr[St+j=1|Ψt]=μ0+μ1Pr[St=1]+μ1λj(Pr[St=1|Ψt]-Pr[St=1] ) (4) 

σ s t ²= σ 0 ² (1－ St )＋ σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0²<σ1²  ;  St=0,1                    (5) 

    r t= E[r t |Ψ t - 1]+f t+ε t ,   ε t~ N(0,σ s t ² )                     (6) 

where rt  is the housing asset return at time t,  and it  is assumed to consist of 

three components.  First ,  E[rt+ j|Ψ t]  is the expected housing asset return at 

time t+j  under available information set (Ψ t) at the end of time t.  Second, f t  
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represents  the  volatility feedback. Third, εt represents the shocks to the housing 

market. σ s t ²  i s  the variance of εt, which is new information (available during time t) 

about future housing rent .μ0 is the mean housing asset return in the low-volatility 

regime, and μ1 is the volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns. St=1 is the 

high-volatility regime, and St=0 is the low-volatility regime. Thus, (μ0+μ1) is the mean 

housing asset return in the high-volatility regime which is perfectly expected.  

The transition probabilities that govern the evolution of St are 

Pr[St=1|St -1=1]=p ,  Pr[St=0|St -1=0]=q ,  and λ=p ＋ q － 1>0 reflects the 

persistence of volatility regimes because λ  is the autoregressive coefficient of 

volatility state St which is assumed to have a AR(1) strictly stationary 

stochastic process (Hamilton 1989). 

Volatility feedback, ft, allows revision of future expected housing asset returns 

due to new information obtained during time t. Housing investors observe the new 

available information about volatility of housing market through past returns (partial 

revelation) or through volatility regimes (full revelation)during period of time t, and 

update their expectation about future housing asset returns. Thus, by definition, it is 

represented as the expected sum of returns under two different information sets: 

f t  =  E[ j r t + j |Ψ t - 1 ] － E[ j r t + j |Ψ t ′]  
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The information set Ψ t ′=Ψ t－ rt>Ψ t -1 .  Ψt  is the information set at the end of time t 

and it contains the realized housing asset return at time t (r t). 

If no volatility feedback is considered, we consider the case in which people are 

only able to observe past housing asset returns at the beginning of time t in the partial 

revelation case (Ψ t -1=Ψ t
’= {r t -1 ,r t - 2 , . . .}) . Another case considered is that people 

are able to recognize the volatility regime of the housing market at the beginning of 

time t in the full revelation case (Ψ t -1=Ψ t
’={St}) . Otherwise, if there is volatility 

feedback effect, information set Ψ t -1= {r t -1 ,r t - 2 , . . .},  Ψ t
’={St} is  for the partial 

revelation case, and that is Ψ t - 1= {St -1}, Ψ t
’={St} for the full-revelation 

case.  

The news about the housing market εt can be decomposed as:   

ε t=E[ jΔdt + j |Ψ t ′]－ E[ jΔdt + j |Ψ t - 1]       

where the change in the housing rent (Δdt) can be regarded as the proxy of the housing 

market condition at time t.  

Based on (4), the discounted sum of future expected housing asset returns is: 

E[ jrt+j|Ψt]= +  Pr[St=1]+ (Pr[St=1|Ψt]-Pr[St=1])   (7)    

Therefore, volatility feedback is represented as: 
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ft=  (Pr[St=1|Ψt-1]－Pr[St=1|Ψt′])=δ(Pr[St=1|Ψt′]－Pr[St=1|Ψt-1])      (8) 

where δ=－ . 

Finally, combining (6) and (8), the housing asset return rt  is represented as:     

rt=μ0＋ μ1Pr[St=1|Ψ t - 1]＋ δ(Pr[St=1|Ψ t ′]－ Pr[St=1|Ψ t -1] )＋ ε t          (9) 

This chapter extends this framework to investigate the U.S. housing market with 

Markov-switching in volatility. The relationship between housing volatility and the 

expected housing asset returns is discussed under four different assumptions regarding 

information available to agents:   

Model 1: 

rt=μ0+ε t    ε t~N(0,σ s t ²)  

σ s t²=σ0²(1-St)+σ1²St ,  σ0²<σ1²  ; St=0,1 

Pr[St=1|St -1=1]=p, Pr[St=0|St -1=0]=q. 

Model 2: 

rt=μ0+μ1Pr[St=1|Ψ t -1]  +ε t   ε t~N(0,σ s t ²)  

σ s t²=σ0²(1-St)+σ1²St ,  σ0²<σ1²  ; St=0,1 

Pr[St=1|St -1=1]=p, Pr[St=0|St -1=0]=q. 

Ψ t -1=Ψ t
’= {r t -1 ,r t - 2 , . . .} in the partial revelation case 

Ψ t -1=Ψ t
’={St} in the full revelation case 
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Model 3: 

rt=μ0+μ1Pr[St=1|Ψ t -1]+δ(Pr[St=1|Ψ t ′]-Pr[St=1|Ψ t -1] )+ε t 

ε t~N(0,σ s t ²)  

σ s t²=σ0²(1-St)+σ1²St ,  σ0²<σ1²  ; St=0,1 

Pr[St=1|St -1=1]=p, Pr[St=0|St -1=0]=q. 

δ=－  for restricted volatility feedback ; Ψ t - 1= {r t - 1 ,r t - 2 , . . .},  Ψ t
’={St} 

Model 4: 

rt=μ0+μ1Pr[St=1|Ψ t -1]+δ(Pr[St=1|Ψ t ′]-Pr[St=1|Ψ t -1] )+ε t  

ε t~N(0,σ s t ²)  

σ s t²=σ0²(1-St)+σ1²St ,  σ0²<σ1²  ; St=0,1 

Pr[St=1|St -1=1]=p, Pr[St=0|St -1=0]=q. 

δ=－  for restricted volatility feedback; Ψ t - 1= {St - 1},  Ψ t
’={St} 

Model 1 examines whether or not there is Markov-Switching in housing market 

volatility. Model 2 assumes no volatility feedback (i.e. δ=0) and can be used to 

examine if there is a significant volatility-state-dependent housing asset return (μ1≠0) 

in two separate samples under two different information availability assumptions (full 

and partial revelation in information about volatility).  

Model 3 assumes the existence of volatility feedback ( i.e.δ≠0), and it can be 
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used to investigate the relationship between volatility and housing asset returns due to 

partial revelation (Ψ t - 1= {rt - 1 ,r t -2 , . . .},  Ψ t
’={St}).  In the partial revelation case, 

people are only able to observe past housing asset returns at the beginning of time t. 

Finally, Model 4 can be used to investigate the relationship between return 

volatility and expected asset returns under full revelation (Ψ t - 1= {St -1}, Ψ t
’={St}).  

In this case, people can recognize the volatility regime of the asset market at the 

beginning of time t. 

We consider both the restricted volatility feedback (δ= － ) and the 

unrestricted volatility feedback cases, assuming ρ=0.997 as suggested in the existing 

literature.     

 

4. Breakpoint Determination 

4.1 Data 

The U.S. housing price yt is the quarterly Median Sales Prices of House, which is 

obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau. The data span from 1963Q1 to 2007Q4. The 

Consumer Price Index (CPI for All Urban Consumers: All Items Less Food & Energy) 

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics is used as the deflator to obtain the real housing 

price. The housing asset return rt  in this chapter is defined as log first difference of 
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the real housing price 100*log(yt)-100∗log(yt -1).  

 

4.2 Results  

Hansen (2001) applies Bai and Perron (1998) sequential estimation test for 

breakpoints to determine potential structural changes in U.S. labor productivity. This 

framework is utilized in this chapter to determine the breakpoint of the U.S. housing 

market. The main advantage of this approach over the conventional Chow’s structural 

change test is that it allows identification of unknown breakpoints.  

Let yt  represents the housing market return, which follows an AR (1) process: 

yt  = α+θ yt - 1+ε t  

Eε t
2=σ2  

The test indicates a complete structural change in 1982Q2 based on the least sum 

of squared errors (minimum of residual variance). The autoregressive parameter (θ ) 

in the pre-break period is 0.15, while it is -0.31 in the post-break period. Further, 

applying Quandt-Andrews Sup Test (1993) and Andrews-Ploberger Exp Test (1994), 

the null hypothesis that there is no break change is rejected (asymptotic p-value is 

0.037 and 0.012, respectively). Thus, there is a statistically significant change in the 

autoregressive coefficient for the series of housing asset returns. 
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Additionally, the break in the error variance of the housing asset returns AR(1) 

(σ2) is 2001Q2. In the pre-break period, the standard deviation is 2.64, while in the 

post-break period, the standard deviation is 3.82. Applying Quandt-Andrews Sup Test 

(1993) and Andrews-Ploberger Exp Test (1994), we can reject the null hypothesis that 

there is no break change (asymptotic p-value is 0.014 and 0.0475, respectively). 

Using Bai’s 90% confidence interval, the uncertainty on the exact date of the 

breakpoints is large, spanning a period of almost a decade. Thus, we investigate 

additional breakpoints in the interval.  

As it can be observed in Figure 3.3, the housing price soars remarkably around 

1998-1999. It suggests that this period might mark important changes in the volatility 

of the housing market. In addition, giving the important findings and implications 

regarding the break in volatility in the U.S. output in 1984, we also investigate the 

behavior of the housing market before and after this date. As discussed below, these 

dates, which are very close to the ones found in the breakpoint tests turn out to be 

very important in the analysis of the relationship between volatility feedback and 

housing asset returns.1 

 

                                                 
1 The results using other breakpoints are available upon request. 
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5. Empirical Results 

5.1 Volatility Feedback Effect on U.S. Housing Asset Returns 

5.1.1 Model 1: No volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns and volatility 

feedback effect 

    This model examines if there exists Markov-switching in housing market 

volatility. When 1984Q1 is used as the breakpoint, there is a significant 

Markov-switching volatility. In particular, the transition probabilities p 

(Pr[St=1|St-1=1]) and q (Pr[St=0|St-1=0]) are significant for both subsamples as 

shown in Part 3 of Table 3.1. When 1999Q1 is used as the breakpoint, the pre-1999 

Markov-Switching is significant (t-statistics of q=13.2 and t-statistics of p=3.6), but 

Markov-Switching in the high-volatility regime in the post-1999 is not significant 

(t-statistics of p=0.16). The standard deviation in the post-1999 period is almost the 

same in the high volatility and low-volatility regimes (σ0=σ1=3.52), and this 

corresponds to the result of no significant Markov-switching in this period. This result 

of Model 1 implies that in the post-1999 there is only a permanent structural change 

in the housing asset returns, and there is no temporary Markov-switching in volatility.   

In both high and low-volatility regimes, the difference of the standard deviation 

between the pre-period and the post- period is larger for 1999Q1 breakpoint than for 
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the 1984Q1 breakpoint. For example, in the case without switching variance, the 

standard deviation is 2.7 in the pre-1999 and 3.5 in the post-1999 period. The 

difference is about 0.8, while there is almost no difference between the pre-1984 and 

the post-1984 periods. This result is similar when Markov-switching variance is 

considered. For example, in the low-volatility regime, the difference of between the 

pre-1999 and the post-1999 is about 1.4, while the difference is only about 0.1 as 

1984Q1 is used as the breakpoint. 

This supports our argument that there is a permanent structural change in 

volatility in the post-1999. The housing price surges remarkably, and the housing 

asset returns are more volatile during the post-1999 period. As many studies on the 

U.S. housing market have shown, this period was characterized by a housing boom 

and bust. 

      

5.1.2 Model 2: Volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns 

This model allows investigation of the evidence of the volatility-state-dependent 

housing asset returns (μ1≠0) due to full revelation and partial revelation of information 

on housing market volatility (Table 3.2). 

Only the pre-1984 period with full revelation information has significant 
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volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns. The high-volatility regime of the 

pre-1984 has a lower "realized contemporaneous housing asset return" since it is 

associated with a negative mean ( μ1=－4.92, t-statistic= －2).  

This result raises two noticeable points. First, full revelation leads to a significant 

of volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns. Second, because no volatility 

feedback effect is assumed, the underlying reason for the existence of a “negative 

correlation" between variance and mean of the housing asset return is uncertain. This 

is an issue that Models 3 and 4 are able to address. 

 

5.1.3 Model 3: Volatility feedback effect due to partial revelation 

The existence of volatility feedback for both cases of freely-estimated and 

restricted volatility feedback due to partial revelation is investigated in Model 3. 

Volatility feedback reflects people’s modification of expectation of the future 

expected housing asset returns because of news about the U.S. housing market during 

the current period of time.  

Part1 of Table 3.3 shows the empirical results without considering the permanent 

breakpoint in order to highlight its influence on the housing asset returns. It shows 

that volatility feedback effects are not significant for both the partial and the full 
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revelation cases at the 5% significance level (the t-statistic of δ is－1.27 for the partial 

revelation case, and － 1.74 for the full revelation case). In addition, the 

volatility-state-dependent asset returns (μ1) are not significant in both cases (the 

t-statistic of μ1 is－0.68 for the partial revelation case, and of μ1 is－0.53 for the full 

revelation case).    

On the other hand, if a permanent breakpoint is considered, all the models have 

significant negative volatility feedback, except for the post-1984 period (Part 2 of 

Table 3.3). This illustrates the importance of analyzing the permanent breakpoints in 

the empirical investigation of volatility feedback effect.  

In addition, without imposing a negative sign restriction on volatility feedback, 

all sub-periods still show significantly negative volatility feedback effect except the 

post-1984 (which has negative but insignificant feedback effect).  In addition, 

without restriction on volatility feedback, the post-1999 and the pre-1984 have 

significant volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns (Table 3.3). 

For the two alternative breakpoints, volatility feedback effects are stronger in the 

pre-break periods if no restriction on volatility feedbacks is employed (δ and μ1 are 

estimated separately). On the other hand, volatility feedback effects are weaker in the 

pre-break periods if the restriction is employed. 
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5.1.4 Model 4: Volatility feedback effect due to full revelation 

The existence of volatility feedback for both restricted and unrestricted volatility 

feedback due to full revelation is investigated in Model 4. Interestingly, there are three 

noticeable findings that are similar to the ones found in Model 3. First, in the case of 

unrestricted volatility feedback, all sub-periods considered show significant negative 

volatility feedback, with the exception of post-1984. Second, in the case of restricted 

volatility feedback, only the post-1999 displays significant volatility-state-dependent 

housing asset returns (μ1=2.12, t-statistics=3.22 for partial revelation case, and 

μ1=1.87, t-statistics=1.96 for full revelation case). Third, for both the restricted and 

unrestricted volatility feedback, post-break periods have larger standard deviation (σ1

－σ0) than the corresponding pre-periods (i.e. the standard deviation is higher 

post-1984 than pre-1984, and the standard deviation post-1999 is higher than the 

pre-1999).  

In the case of unrestricted volatility feedback, the pre-1999 (μ1= － 2.06, 

t-statistics=－1.95) and the pre-1984 (μ1=－2.58, t-statistics=－2.45) show significant 

volatility–state-dependent housing asset returns. Noticeably, unrestricted volatility 

feedback is stronger and more significant in the post-1999, compared to all other 

sub-periods (δ=－6.76, t-statistics=－11.72). 
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5.2 Smoothed Probability of the High-Volatility Regime vs. the Business Cycle 

In this section, we interpret the estimated smoothed probabilities of the 

high-volatility regime in the U.S. housing market. The first goal is to examine the 

similarity of the smoothed probability inferences across the different proposed models. 

In particular, the evidence of the volatility feedback effect on asset returns entails 

exogeneity of market volatility. Although the smoothed probabilities of these two 

models (full revelation and partial revelation) display different persistence of 

high-volatility regimes around some recessions, in both cases they lag the 2001 

recession and lead the 2007 recession. The smoothed probability inferences support 

exogeneity of the housing market volatility because the models with full revelation 

and the models with partial revelation deliver the similarity for both alternative 

breakpoints. 

The second goal is to investigate how the housing cycle represented by the 

proposed models empirically associate with the U.S. business cycle through housing 

asset returns. Notice that many other chapters have failed to detect the 2001 recession, 

since it is quite different from other NBER-dated recessions. The proposed model in 

this chapter displays that high-volatility probabilities start to rise before the 2001 

recession when the 1984Q1 breakpoint is considered, while the probabilities start to 
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rise with a small lag when the 1999Q1 breakpoint is considered. 

The smoothed probabilities of the model with unrestricted volatility feedback 

due to full revelation and partial revelation are investigated for the two breakpoints-- 

1999Q1 (Figure 3.1) and 1984Q1 (Figure 3.2). The smoothed probabilities of the 

high-volatility regimes capture high and low phases of the housing market. High 

volatility means high uncertainty and this happens when the housing market is in a 

low-price phase. Importantly, high volatility implies low realized returns during 

current period of time, and high realized returns in the future.  Interestingly, this 

negative relationship between volatility and returns indicate a strong association 

between the U.S. housing market cycle and the business cycle. 

In the pre-1999 period, the probability of high volatility goes up when realized 

housing returns goes down which occurs around recessions except the 1973-75 

recession which was caused by the oil shock from the supply side. However, in the 

post-1999, probabilities of high volatility did not coincide with the 2001 recession. 

This reflects that the housing market didn’t experience a low-return phase in this 

recession.  

The current housing bubble can be detected by the realized housing asset returns 

in the model. The negative relationship between housing volatility and asset returns 
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always holds before 2001 and after 2004. Otherwise, during 2001-2004, realized 

returns were very high, but housing volatility was also very high. This was the only 

time in which the negative relationship between high volatility and low returns was 

broken.  

The expected housing asset returns also can explain the current housing bubble. 

Volatility went up during the slow recovery phase after the 2001 recession reflecting 

that revised expectations dominate expectations without using revised information. 

The special story was that volatility went up in 2001-2003 which can anticipate the 

housing boom in 2003-2005. In the model, high volatility between 2001 and 2003 

implies low realized returns in 2001-2003 and high expected returns in 2003 -2005. 

Therefore, volatility feedback (revised expected returns) anticipated the bubble in 

2003- 2005. 

Importantly, the probability of the high-volatility regime continues to be at very 

high level up to the most current recession since 2007Q4. This reflects there is a 

significant uncertainty in the U.S. housing market around and after the 2001 recession. 

The model indicates that the recent housing crisis was associated with a high level of 

uncertainty or ‘risk’, as measured by the probabilities of high volatility in housing 

prices. Also, it indicates a strong association between the U.S. housing cycle and the 
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business cycle.  

 

6. Conclusion 

This chapter uses a model that incorporates people’s expectation into the housing 

asset market to investigate the dynamics of this sector in the last five decades. The 

analysis is undertaken for the full sample as well as considering two breakpoints in 

order to distinguish permanent structural breakpoints from the temporary 

Markov-switching. In particular, two dates are considered---1984Q1 and 1999Q1, 

which are associated, respectively, with the great moderation and with the start of the 

boom cycle in the U.S. housing market breakpoints. 

The results indicate that the relationship between the U.S. housing market 

volatility and the expected housing asset returns is significantly positive. Particularly, 

the important role of people’s expectation on the demand side is strongly supported as 

the volatility feedback effect is employed.  

   The post-1999 period is worth the closer investigation because many chapters on 

the U.S. housing market propose that there is a boom during 1999-2005 and a 

corresponding bust since the end of 2005. The results of the model in this chapter 

show three main features of the U.S. housing price in the post-1999. First, if no 
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volatility feedback effect is considered, there is only a permanent structural change, 

but no significant temporary Markov-switching in housing volatility and no 

significant volatility-state-dependent housing asset return in the U.S. housing market. 

Otherwise, if it is considered, the latter two can be found in the post-1999 and other 

subsamples. Second, the unrestricted volatility feedback effect is strong with the most 

significance in the post-1999 among all sub-periods. Third, the difference between 

high and low volatility is much larger in the post-1999 than in the pre-1999. 

Importantly, the negative relationship between volatility and returns indicate a 

strong association between the U.S. housing market cycle and the business cycle. The 

current housing bubble can be explained by the realized and expected housing asset 

returns in the housing market. Noticeably, the significant volatility feedback effect 

and the smoothed probability inferences indicate a remarkable uncertainty in the U.S. 

housing market during the post-1999 period.  
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Tables 

Table 3.1 No volatility-state-dependent housing returns and volatility feedback 

Part 1: Constant Variance: σ0²=σ1² 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.671 16.912 3.524 8.485
σ 1

q
p
μ 0 0.308 1.379 0.689 1.173

Log Likelihood -343.418 -96.424

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.873 12.884 2.862 13.856
σ 1

q
p
μ 0 0.342 1.081 0.421 1.442

Log Likelihood -205.374 -237.151

Constant Variance
Pre-1999 Post-1999

Constant Variance
Post-1984Pre-1984

 
Notes: This table shows Model 1:  

r t=μ 0+ε t ; ε t~N(0,σ ² ) .  
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Table 3.1 No volatility-state-dependent housing returns and volatility feedback 

Part 2: Independent Switching Variance: p=1-q 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.200 8.137 3.523 1.330
σ 1 4.210 3.383 3.524 5.007
q 0.821 4.592 0.178 0.035
p
μ 0 0.429 1.986 0.689 1.173

Log Likelihood -341.300 -96.424

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.059 2.471 2.242 6.120
σ 1 3.228 4.377 4.495 3.083
q 0.651 1.155 0.792 3.590
p
μ 0 0.424 1.265 0.429 1.561

Log Likelihood -205.199 -234.980

Independent Switching Variance

Post-1999

Pre-1984 Post-1984

Independent Switching Variance
Pre-1999

 
Notes: This table shows Model 1:  

r t=μ 0+ε t; ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

     Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q,  p=1-q.  
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Table 3.1 No volatility-state-dependent housing returns and volatility feedback 

 Part 3: Markov Switching Variance 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.122 9.553 3.524 2.309
σ 1 4.176 4.383 3.524 3.380
q 0.920 13.163 0.634 9.014
p 0.686 3.578 0.437 0.159
μ 0 0.467 2.217 0.689 1.173

Log Likelihood -340.145 -96.424

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.070 3.703 1.986 9.605
σ 1 3.585 4.334 4.044 5.955
q 0.822 3.773 0.946 19.771
p 0.794 3.594 0.899 8.194
μ 0 0.520 1.613 0.458 1.869

Log Likelihood -204.596 -232.834

Markov Switching Variance
Pre-1999 Post-1999

Pre-1984 Post-1984
Markov Switching Variance

 
Notes: This table shows Model 1: 

r t=μ 0+ε t ;ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q.  
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Table 3.2 Volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns 

Part 1: Partial Revelation: Ψ t - 1=Ψ t
’= {r t -1 ,r t -2 , . . .} 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.088 10.352 1.541 2.064
σ 1 4.226 4.544 3.757 5.350
q 0.915 13.779 0.778 2.909
p 0.672 3.669 0.959 9.264
μ 0 0.838 1.504 -1.527 -0.300
μ 1 -1.961 -0.704 1.118 1.119
Log Likelihood -339.815 -96.000

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.068 5.535 1.974 9.701
σ 1 3.720 4.409 4.080 5.992
q 0.814 4.633 0.949 19.969
p 0.736 2.837 0.902 7.889
μ 0 2.564 0.540 0.696 0.815
μ 1 -0.995 -0.320 -0.088 -0.129
Log Likelihood -204.326 -232.654

No volatility feedback effect
Partial-Revelation(people only observe past asset returns)

Pre-1999 Post-1999

Pre-1984 Post-1984

No volatility feedback effect
Partial-Revelation(people only observe past asset returns)

 
 Notes: This table shows Model 2: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]  +ε t; ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q.  

Ψ t - 1=Ψ t
’= {r t - 1 ,r t - 2 , . . .} .  
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Table 3.2 Volatility-state-dependent housing asset returns 

Part 2: Full revelation: Ψ t - 1=Ψ t
’={St} 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.115 10.810 1.528 1.937
σ 1 3.758 4.762 3.829 6.073
q 0.941 19.862 0.752 2.501
p 0.783 4.318 0.940 10.451
μ 0 0.886 2.898 0.823 0.744
μ 1 -2.517 -1.549 -0.118 -0.076
Log Likelihood -338.907 -96.072

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.40488 9.15622 1.987 9.583
σ 1 2.69117 4.27333 4.039 5.951
q 0.94631 19.90137 0.946 19.842
p 0.79341 4.16466 0.900 8.164
μ 0 1.37144 2.70843 0.223 0.232
μ 1 -4.92491 -2.02798 0.277 0.339
Log Likelihood-202.46216 -232.809

No volatility feedback effect
Full-Revelation(people observe true state of volatility)

Pre-1999 Post-1999

Pre-1984 Post-1984

No volatility feedback effect
Full-Revelation(people observe true state of volatility)

 
Notes: This table shows Model 2: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]  +ε t; ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q.  

Ψ t - 1=Ψ t
’={S t} .  
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Table 3.3 Volatility feedback effect due to partial revelation 

Part 1: Full Sample with Volatility feedback effect 

                  

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.146 10.800 2.157 11.012
σ 1 3.817 7.655 3.792 7.363
q 0.930 21.669 0.945 28.855
p 0.856 8.063 0.858 8.722
μ 0 0.617 1.841 0.537 1.850
μ 1 -0.720 -0.680 -0.542 -0.533
δ -1.441 -1.268 -3.530 -1.735
Log Likelihood -189.136 -436.662

Partial-Revelation (people only
observe past asset returns)

Full-Revelation (people observe
the true state of volatility)

 
Notes: This table shows Model 3: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]+δ (Pr[S t=1|Ψ t ′] -Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1] )+ε t;ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q.  

Ψ t - 1= {r t - 1 , r t - 2 , . . .} ,Ψ t
’={S t} .  
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Table 3.3 Volatility feedback effect due to partial revelation 

Part 2: Sub-sample with volatility feedback due to partial revelation (Restricted) 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 1.341 2.823 1.646 4.724
σ 1 2.268 14.919 2.640 4.896
q 0.210 3.363 0.843 14.501
p 0.967 56.066 0.794 12.081
μ 0 6.092 9.460 -0.124 -0.189
μ 1 0.071 0.249 2.115 3.219
δ -0.086 -5.788
Log Likelihood -337.784 -92.110

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.255 6.289 1.967 9.524
σ 1 3.503 6.481 4.068 5.896
q 0.928 8.568 0.949 19.523
p 0.853 3.002 0.904 7.949
μ 0 0.324 0.766 0.077 0.376
μ 1 0.442 0.554 0.439 1.732
δ -2.002 -2.944
Log Likelihood -203.357 -232.755

Restricted volatility feedback effect (δ= -μ1/(1-ρλ))
Partial-Revelation(people only observe past asset returns)

Pre-1984 Post-1984

Restricted volatility feedback effect (δ= -μ1/(1-ρλ))
Partial-Revelation(people only observe past asset returns)

Pre-1999 Post-1999

 
Notes: This table shows Model 3: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]+δ (Pr[S t=1|Ψ t ′] -Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1] )+ε t;ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q.  

Ψ t - 1= {r t - 1 , r t - 2 , . . .} ,Ψ t
’={S t};δ=－ . 
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Table 3.3 Volatility feedback effect due to partial revelation 

Part 2: Sub-sample with volatility feedback due to partial revelation 

(Freely-estimated) 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.121 0.984 2.157 6.886
σ 1 2.225 13.742 2.752 4.876
q 0.486 4.711 0.866 10.845
p 0.967 45.484 0.803 8.836
μ 0 -1.224 -0.370 -1.490 -0.905
μ 1 0.400 1.375 6.002 1.782
δ -6.506 -2.459 -4.831 -4.623
Log Likelihood -337.400 -90.761

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.280 10.736 1.961 9.668
σ 1 2.766 4.043 4.064 5.815
q 0.966 34.431 0.950 18.203
p 0.837 8.043 0.903 6.895
μ 0 0.820 2.515 0.741 0.621
μ 1 -2.209 -1.986 -0.087 -0.089
δ -5.207 -3.498 -0.493 -0.382
Log Likelihood -200.676 -232.582

Freely-estimated volatility feedback effect(δ)
Partial-Revelation(people only observe past asset returns)

Pre-1984 Post-1984

Freely-estimated volatility feedback effect(δ)
Partial-Revelation(people only observe past asset returns)

Pre-1999 Post-1999

 
Notes: This table shows Model 3: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]+δ (Pr[S t=1|Ψ t ′] -Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1] )+ε t;ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q 

Ψ t - 1= {r t - 1 , r t - 2 , . . .} ,Ψ t
’={S t} . 
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Table 3.4 Volatility feedback effect due to full revelation (Restricted) 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.218 9.441 0.684 2.661
σ 1 3.892 2.162 3.665 7.315
q 0.950 14.307 0.727 5.574
p 0.428 0.938 0.938 16.290
μ 0 0.145 0.466 -0.875 -0.695
μ 1 2.611 0.529 1.871 1.958
δ -4.190 -5.556
Log Likelihood -338.456 -96.104

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 0.698 2.102 1.992 9.680
σ 1 2.497 11.526 4.042 5.835
q 0.000 0.000 0.948 25.746
p 0.948 34.474 0.870 7.720
μ 0 7.628 13.824 0.259 0.850
μ 1 -0.069 -0.165 0.641 1.031
δ 0.066 -3.485
Log Likelihood -202.057 -232.639

Restricted volatility feedback effect  (δ= -μ1/(1-ρλ))
Full-Revelation (people observe the true state of volatility)

Pre-1984 Post-1984

Pre-1999 Post-1999

Restricted volatility feedback effect  (δ= -μ1/(1-ρλ))
Full-Revelation(people observe the true state of volatility)

 
Notes: This table shows Model 4: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]+δ (Pr[S t=1|Ψ t ′] -Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1] )+ε t;ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q 

Ψ t - 1= {S t - 1} ,Ψ t
’={S t};δ=－ . 
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Table 3.4 Volatility feedback effect due to full revelation (Freely-estimated) 

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.174 14.636 0.696 3.623
σ 1 2.819 4.394 2.556 7.131
q 0.973 57.722 0.490 2.766
p 0.811 6.523 0.875 14.555
μ 0 0.586 2.502 4.471 0.806
μ 1 -2.058 -1.953 -0.104 -0.092
δ -6.125 -4.004 -6.756 -11.721
Log Likelihood -336.780 -91.064

Parameters value t-statistic value t-statistic
σ 0 2.263 10.580 1.989 8.890
σ 1 2.758 4.697 4.047 5.522
q 0.963 33.538 0.946 19.902
p 0.853 8.539 0.899 7.499
μ 0 0.906 2.732 0.487 0.764
μ 1 -2.578 -2.450 -0.192 -0.094
δ -5.810 -3.489 -0.165 -0.029
Log Likelihood -200.997 -232.807

Freely-estimated volatility feedback effect(δ)
Full-Revelation(people observe true state of volatility)

Pre-1984 Post-1984

Pre-1999 Post-1999

Freely-estimated volatility feedback effect(δ)
Full-Revelation(people observe true state of volatility)

 
Notes: This table shows Model 4: 

r t=μ 0+μ 1Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1]+δ (Pr[S t=1|Ψ t ′] -Pr[S t=1|Ψ t - 1] )+ε t;ε t~N(0,σ s t ² )  

σ s t ²=σ 0 ² (1-S t )+σ 1 ²S t ,  σ0 ²<σ 1 ²  ;  S t=0,1 

Pr[S t=1|S t - 1=1]=p,  Pr[S t=0|S t - 1=0]=q 

Ψ t - 1= {S t - 1} ,Ψ t
’={S t} . 
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Figures 

Figure 3.1: Smooth Probabilities -1999 Breakpoint  

Figure 3.1A: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to full revelation – Pre-1999 
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 Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 

Figure 3.1B: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to full revelation – Post-1999 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 
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Figure 3.1C: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to partial revelation – Pre-1999 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 

 

Figure 3.1D: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to partial revelation – Post-1999 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 
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Figure 3.2: Smooth Probabilities- 1984 Breakpoint 

Figure 3.2A: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to full revelation – Pre-1984 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 

 

Figure 3.2B: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to full revelation – Post-1984 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 
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Figure 3.2C: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to partial revelation – Pre-1984 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 

 

Figure 3.2D: Smoothed probabilities of high volatility regimes (in solid blue ink) 

for the model with freely-estimated feedback due to partial revelation – Post-1984 
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Notes: The shaded areas are NBER recessions. 
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Figure 3.3 U.S. Real Housing Price (1963Q1-2007Q4) 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This dissertation is devoted to investigating the U.S. housing market from both 

theoretical and empirical perspectives. The core of my research lies in the interesting 

implications of macroeconomic facts, especially the causes and drivers of the recent 

housing bubble, which the applied/extended models can deliver.  The housing good 

is not only a consumption substitute of the non-durable good, but also an investment 

asset whose quantity and price have cyclical properties. Hence, the theoretical study 

on housing is a connection of macroeconomic endogenous decisions and the asset 

market. The empirical study on housing can shed light on the business cycle. 

Chapter 1 proposes a housing deep-habit model which is extended from Ravn, 

Grohe, and Uribe (2006) deep-habit framework to a two-sector dynamic general 

equilibrium model with nondurable and housing goods. Housing goods are 

appropriate to be incorporated into the deep-habit framework because they have 

remarkably heterogeneous characteristics. In this model, the market value share of 

housing production and residential investment share act as the linkage between the 

two sectors. The model implies that the change in the influential parameter of the 

single sector, such as the intratemporal elasticity of substitution among varieties of 
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housing goods, the level of housing goods’ deep habits, and the production share of 

capital in one sector, affect the steady-state markups and profits in both sectors. The 

interaction between nondurable and housing sectors reflects the important cross-sector 

roles of these influential factors in explaining markups. 

Chapter 2 explores the seed of the housing market bust and the current economic 

crisis since 2007. The proposed nonlinear dynamic bi-factor model with 

Markov-switching components indicates the strong historical linkage between the 

housing cycle and the business cycle, that between the housing cycle and interest rates, 

and that between the business cycle and interest rates. However, we find their 

relationship with the interest rate changed remarkably around the 2001 recession and 

during its subsequent slow recovery primarily because interest rates were kept at the 

low level by the Fed which aimed to motivate the U.S. economy. The linkage between 

the business cycle and interest rates weakened, while that between the housing cycle 

and interest rates significantly strengthened since the 2001 recession. The missed 

linkage between the housing cycle and the business cycle since this recession 

triggered the current housing crisis and the economic recession.  

Chapter 3 applies Kim, Morley and Nelson (KMN 2004) that incorporates 

people’s expectation into the housing asset market to investigate the dynamics of this 
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sector during 1963-2007. The empirical results suggest the significantly positive 

relationship between the U.S. housing market volatility and the expected housing 

asset returns, and they support the important role of people’s expectation on the 

demand side of the housing market if the volatility feedback effect is considered.  

   In addition, this chapter indicates three main features of the U.S. housing price in 

the post -1999 during which the recent housing boom and bust occur. First, if 

volatility feedback effect is considered, significant temporary Markov-switching in 

volatility and volatility-state-dependent housing asset return in the U.S. housing 

market are found. Second, the unrestricted volatility feedback is strong with the most 

significant effect in the post-1999 among all sub-periods. Third, the difference 

between high and low volatility is much larger in the post-1999 than the pre-1999. 

The strong association between the U.S. housing market cycle and the business 

cycle is supported, and it is implied by the close relationship between housing 

volatility and returns in the proposed model. Noticeably, significant volatility 

feedback effect and the smoothed probability inferences indicate a remarkable 

uncertainty in the U.S. housing market during the post-1999 period---it corresponds to 

that in Chapter 2 which points out the uncertainty around the 2001 recession.  

The housing market is discussed in the growing studies from various 
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perspectives. This dissertation is devoted to delivering the theoretical implication of 

housing asset pricing and the empirical investigation of housing cyclical properties. 

Hopefully they can motivate related researches which either investigate the housing 

market further, or connect the housing sector with other economic activities and 

financial markets.  
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